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11R; to hospitals, 9; to special nurses, 19;
died, 14; under care, 27; number of nursing
visits, 1315; instructive visits, 421; (of
these 15R were to tuberculosis patients,

Red Cross Chapter
yjo County
Annual Meeting.
an enthusiastic
of the Waldo
annual meeting

a.

C

206 to babies under two years of age,
others 57) prenatal visits, 14; sanitary inspection visits, 19; Social seryice visits,
18; other visits, 76; total, 1863; office

American Red
Chapter of the
°“n ty
last Wednesday afternoon
WJS beld
Health nurse.
oflice of the Public
and all the
a large attendance

L

was

were moat encouraging.

treatments, 32; reported by families, 75;
by physicians, 58; by Metropolitan Life
Ins Agent, 6; by others, 26; number of
paying patients, 78; free patients, 66,
Metropolitan Life Ins. patients, ?1.

Mrs. rls-

with
Carle, chairman, presided,
E. Mathews secretary.
L George C. Sauer, cha.rman of the
"
membership committee, reported
"*
Stockton Springs the
of jft.-, with
He also d.sseventy.
of
t , |,at
of interesting the towns in
work of the Red Cross, ea-

LMaude

The amount of collections turned over
to the treasurer Oct. 24th was $501 35
Tlie automobile presented in June by
the citizens'of Belfast to aid in til work,
has made it possible to do much that
otherwise would have been impossible
Many more nursing, also preventative
vi its have been made, consequently the
amount of collections considerably increased
I cannot tell the amount of energy it has saved on my part.
And here
1 want to thank all who helped to make

Ld’meana

TLent

Lily

East needs.
in that of the Near
fur
was made the chairman
Sauer
that peryear and it is hoped
be made to each town.
jl visits may
C. Durham gave a very in-

Lcoming

this possible.

No matter how much is accomplished,
I realize there still remains much undone
This, I think, is almost always true of
doing work of this kind; yet it suggests
the need of more workers which can be
brought about only by thecontinued and
increased support and co-operation of the

"Mr, James

of what had been dhoe in
llllg report
although
Home Service department,
of her remarks
at the beginning
of this branch was practitat the work
The committee has

Lg
jj completed.
Uy

accomplished

a

people.
It is gratifying to know the work has

great de 1 of work

grown

in relation to their
g t),c servicemen
securing affidavits, extraintbe benefits of vocational
the soldiers, assisting
rehabilitating
locating missing men, etc.

owe

Leiisatioti,
rug

|lL

injured,

Cjtbcut calling

names

she gave several

we

accomplished.

,

for wofor clothing, especially
the Near East and
end children, in
will
lid that the Waldo County Chapter
allotment of work from the
»on have its
office. Mrs. Ben Hazeltine was

kneed
len

Respectfully,
Sadie M. Nickerson,
Public Health Nurse

|oaton

to seade chairman of the committee
ire clothing, etc.
chairman
Misa Charlotte W. Colburn,

Report of Treasurer of Waldo Co-nty
Chapter A. R. C., Year Ending Nov. 1,
1922.
amount on hand
$1008
received for layettes
32
I
rec’d from Frankfort ranch
9
rec’d from fair and dance Jan.
359
1922
16,
To rec’d collection* from Miss
209
Nickerson, R. N., for 1921
To rec’d collections from Miss
501
Nickerson, R. N., for 1922
1039
To rec’d from memberships
)8
To rec’d from Junior Red Cross
To interest on bank accounts
40
To
To
To
To

the nominating committee, submitted
committee for
e following as executive
e ensuing year and they were elected
reported: Mayor C. W. Weacott, Mr.

imer A. Sherman, Mr. and Mrs. John
Dunton, Kev. Geoige C. Sauer, Mr.
I. Morse, Mrs Beu Hazeltine, Mrs.
rnea C. Durham, Miss Anne C. Crosby,
ix Charles M. Craig, Mrs. Irving L.

ilph

rry, Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury.
Mrs Carle was made chairman for the
null drive for membership in the city

98
49
10
78
35
35
93
16
44
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Pupils Complimented

the Teachers’ State

iich begins Armistice Day, Nov. lllh,

The reports are submitted in full for
which
public health department of

t

Ben Hazeltine is ttie chairman.

Public Health Nurse’s Repoit
Olwotkdone from Oct. I, 1921, to Oct.
1922:

THE

CHURCHES

Convention

There will be a preaching service by
Adams at Woods’ achool-house,
says of the visit last Thursday of the Northporl, next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
from
our
twenty-five pupils
grade
First Universalist Church. Serschools, who evidently enjoyed tl eir vices
will be held next Sunday morning
work:
Sermon by the pastor,
“Hundreds of fresh, vigorous young at 10.43 a. m.
voices which have been trained by public Rev. William Vaughan, and music by the
A cordial welcome is extended
school supervisors, scores of instrumen- choir.
tal musicians in the making, who belong to all.
to the orchestras of Bangor and Brewer
Methodist Church. People’s Methhigh schools, a score of round faced, un- odist Church, Rev. Charles W.
Martin,
tamed
elfast with pastor;
youngsters from
parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; teletheir demonstration of natural, unchang- phone, 213.11.
Sunday morning service
ed voices and the mqre experienced tal- at 10.43.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
ent of college musicians in voice and vioservice at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
lin, presented for the delight of thous- Thursday, evening at 7.30.
The

Hangor

Commercial

of

Friday

ands of Maine teachera and their friends
splendid. School Music Festival that
everybody thoroughly enjoyed in B.in
gor’s big Auditorium, which was completely filled for the event Thursday forenoon. There was not a lull of uninteresting minutes from the time that Chairman
Edward E. Roderick of Belfast made the
initial announcement to the last note of
the final selection, while the audience
was tremendously appreciative, encoring
the numbers wherever it was possible
and striving hard to recall the Colby
College quartet lor a third time, but the
lateness of the hour forbade and it was
necessary to push the remainder of the
'program along to enable the audience to
gel its dwners before the opening of the
l'he presentation of
afternoon sessions,
the entire program reflected great credit
on the various school supervisors and o.i
the conductors who handled the combined forces on the Auditorium stage, since
the tune has been unusually short for the
usual training for such an ambitious
event for pupils of public school age.
“A report of the festival would be utterly incomplete without special referscore of
ence to the demonstration by a
round faced lads and lassies from the
sixth and seventh grades in the Belfast
scuools, under the capable direction of
The purpose of
Prof. Melville E. Chase
presenting these young untrained voices
that boys, before their
was to prove
voices change, can and do sing soprano.
selections the boys sang
these
In two of
the higher soprano parts, while in the
other two the order was reversed and
they sang the dower tones, the girls taking the opposire tones in each instance.
They were loudly applauded for tneir
work, singing to an accompaniment on
the piano by Miss Alice Robbins, Belfast
High, ’23.”
a

The Bangor Daily News says:
“An interesting feature of the festival
was a demonstration of untrained voices
by a number of boys and girls from the
sixth and seventh grades of the Belfast
schools, under the direction of Melville
The purpose of pr senting
E. Chase.
these young untrained voices was tc
before their voices
boy
prove that
change, can and do sing soprano.”

$3219.58
paid salary of nurse
$1433 00
bill
33 00
paid Telephone
14.20
paid printing and postage
32 80
paid fuel bill
I 23
By paid express on Layettes
ELLIS RICHARDS.
5 40 [
By paid for materials
11 00
By paid Civilian Relief
Belfast relatives have received news
46 27
By paid for drugs and supplies
announcing that ou Tuesday, October
By paid N. E. Division for memthe residence
at 4 o’clock at
487.00 34th,
ships
and Mrs. Benjamin M. Eames
ot Mr,
By paid R. A. Bramhall Legion
of Englewood, Calif., the latter’s niece,
bill
75 00
Miss Lousie W. Richards of Belfast beN.
E.
Division
the
FrankBy paid
of OakBy
By
By
By

d closes Nov. 20th.

n.

This

It is difficult for those not actually in
contact with the work to appreciate how
the help and co operation of the doctors,
the nurses, the hospitals, the various city
organizations and separa e individuals
contribute to the success of such work as
we have undertaken

Mauicws

Mips

the present extent.

nition and support.
The interest shown by my committee,
the support given by the physicians, the
co-operation ot the nurses have given me
the confidence to go ahead, and I feel
much credit is due you for wiiat has been

of what the Red
acouragmg examples
do along these
had been able to
W*.

to

largely to the public for their recog-

Belfast

Miss

The

following religious notice relating to
former minister of the First parish,
Unitarian, of" this city, is taken from a
recent number of the Christian Register
of Boston:
A simple and impressive service of ina

stallation was held for Rev. Arthur E.
Wilson as minister of the Third Religious
Society in Dorchester, Mass., Wednesday evening, Sept. 20th. Rev. Dr. Minot
Simons preached the sermon. Rev. W.
A Marzolf of Christ church, Dorchester
and Rev. Arthur T. Brown of Wollaston
conducted the devotional exercises Rev.
f red Alban Weil ol Quincy offered the
installing prayer, Rev. James A. Fairley
of Jamaica Plain gave the charge to the
minister. Rev. Roderick Stebbins of Milton, the right hand of fellowship, and
Rev. William I. Lawrence, Th.D., the
address to the congregation.
A w Icome
to the community was extended by Rev.
Watson Wordsworth o the Village Con-

gregational church.

The First baptist Church.
Rev.
George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar. Telephone 123-11.
Tlie appointed services of this church
will be held at 10.45 and 7.30 on Sunday
with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and Christian Endeavor Society at 6.,-tO
The midweek service Thursday evening at 7.30
The pastor’s Sunday morning sermon
will be “Christ and the Golden Rule;’’
for the evening service, Bring back the
King;” I Sam. 18:10. The ordinance of
the Lord’s Supper is held in connection
with the morning worship. The public
is cordially invited to attend the services
of the church.
Apto'ntments: Tuesday even n?, Hallowe’en supper and social for the church
and congregation brought together a
large company and gave much pleasure
to all; Wednesday afternoon the ladies of
the church were entertained at the home
of Mrs. Fred Howard, Belmont avenue.
Executive committee pieeting of young
peoples' work with Mrs. Mayford Morris,
Main street; Thursday evening, midweek service; Friday evening, social for
Camp Fire Girls and their friends, Mrs.
Bailey Guardian.
The church anticipates the visit of(Mrs. Claris a Hewey of
Kiu Wah Hospital, China, o" Thursday
afternoon and evening of next week.
Opportunity will be given the public to
hear this
instructive and interesting
speaker fresh from the land of mystery,
It is expected that there will be a meeting for the women of the church in the
afternoon, at which Mrs. Hewey will
speak, a supper taik for the young people and a public meeting at 7 30. Let
all the people remember this .important
date.

friendly hearts of loy i neighbor
that ail
the
word* “love” an
“home” may mean.
But he could nol
have both
So much had experience, in
terpreted by another’s wisdom, taught
him
Me withdrew from the financial
world, made over his interests to others,
and retired to that happy peace that
waits on every man who will “listen atid
bow the head.”
est,

Already concrete results

Meetings.
are

beginning

to appear in the Frances B. Adams revival meetings at the Methodist church.
For two weeks Miss Adams gave the fin
est sort of pulpit appeal and then began
to intensify her message by resort to the
altar serviee.
Immediately the fruits of
past efforts appeared in a company of
to
young people, who were persuaded
give themselves to a life of religious service.
Older people joined the ranks of
the converts a little later, and the end is
not yet.
The children’s meetings on Tuesday
and Friday afternoons are constantly
growing in point of attendance. Miss
Adams is a remarkable worker with children, holding their attention throughout
the hour.
The special meeting for women and g rls only last Thursday afternoon was largely attended and another is
scheduled for Thursday afternoon of this
week at 2 30.
The schedule for this week is as fol
lows:
Thursday afternoon at 2.30, meeting
for women and girls; evening at 7.30,
topic, God’s Remedy for Sin, text, John
1:29.
Friday afternoon at 3 30, meeting for
children; evening at 7.30, topic, The
Master’s Call, text, John 12:28. This was
the text that called Miss Adams from a
life of worldliness to a life of Christianity and a career as an evangelist.
Sunday morning, topic. In Heaven’s
Searchlight; textGen. 3;9; Sund iy evening at 7 (note the hour) topic, Th Great
Decision; text, Jonn 24:15.
This sermon, because of original illustrations, has come to he called the “Rope
and is reported to be one of the
; sermon,”
best preached by Miss Adams.

we
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Will YOU be at 50?

man

Mrs. Horace B. Smalley and daughter,
Mary Ellen, have returned from Portland
where she was the guest f her brother,
William Hogan.

friends.

Mrs. Charles E. Sherman is spending a
few weeks with relatives in Boston and
I.ynn, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Mitche 1 of Medautoed here last Saturday
for a short visit with the former’s grandMrs. Adella L. Limeburner went to'' mother, Mrs. Sarah E Stewart.
Brooksville Monday to spend the winter
Mrs. Helen Ryder of North Islesboro
with relatives.
has been the guest the past week of her
Miss Hattie Burmbaum of Boston re- daughter, Miss Gaylie Ryder, superinturned home Tuesday from a visit with tendent at the Waldo County Hospital.
Mrs. Belle L. Cates.
Miss Sarah M. Preston, an operator in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dcrityof Sargent- the local telephone exchange, is spending
her
vacation in Delhi, N. Y., the guest of
and
ville were guests last week of Mr.
|
her uncle and aunt, Capt. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins.
E. Billings.
Mrs. Nellie Howard of East Belfast is
Mr. and Mr:. C. C. Pineo have taken a
in
weeks
the
two
Lynn, Mass.,
spending
house in Elizaheth, N. J
for the winter.
guest of Mrs. Laura Robbins.
The latter’s mother,
Mrs. George A.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Emery of New Quimby, will go with them, leaving here
York have been guests the past week of early in November.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain C. Tuttle, son
Miss Lottie Blanchard of Portland ar- Paul and daughter Hilda and Mrs. Chas.
rived recently to visit' her aunt, Mrs. Woods and daughter Kathleen returned
Frank B. Strout, Searsport avenue.
Sunday from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
in Freeport.
Oscar d. Wilkins was the guest last Emery Varney
Belfast relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Alweek of C. W. Mullen of Bangor atliis
bert H. Morse, have received news of their
camp in the northern Maine woods.
safe arrival in Pasadena, Calif., on Oct.
Miss Flora A. Burgess left Tuesday for
10th.
With their children they made the
Arlington Heights, Mass., after spending
in their Ford car.
Mrs. Morse writes
the summer at her cottage in East Belfast. trip
that they enjoyed every hour of the trip
who
have
F.
A.
Mrs.
Seward,
and
and
that many of the camping parka
Mr.
were simply beautiful.
been visiting relatives in Boston and vireturned
have
few
a
for
weeks,
cinity
Mr. and Mrs. Auspland, formerly of
home.
Belfast, are now in Frederic.ton, N. B.,
Mrs. Mary C. Mansfield will close her Mr. Auspland being manager of the New
home on Northport avenue and has taken Capitol Theatre, a modern up to date
G. Swift house for the theatre, one of the best in the city. Mr.
a room at the S.
and Mrs. Auspland are accomplished
winter.
musicians and are welcomed by the pubMrs. vests Davis mggina 01 urooss lic
wherever they go, and no doubt will
: was in Belfast the past week, the guest
assist in making this new theatre a prosof Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stantial and other
perous one.

ford, Mass.,

j

j friends.

Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, son John and
daughter Alice have returned home from
A most attractive home wedding took j visits with relatives in Ellsworth and
place Saturday afternoon, October 14th, I Bluehill.
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank J.
Charles Bradbury has been confined to
Mason, 38 Jackson road, West Medford, his home the past week by a slight ill
formerly of Somerville, when their daugh- turn. His many friends are pleased that
ter, Miss Laura May Mason, became the he is gaining.
bride of George Knowlton Wadlin of New
Miss Alice Thorndike of Houlton, and 1
Haven, Conn., son of Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin of Northport, Me. The cere- Miss Maud Thorndike of Camden, were
Albert called to Belfast, by the death of Mrs,
mony was performed by Rev,
Buckner Coe, pastor of the Broadway Ellen P. Ryan.
Winter Hill Congregational Church. The
Mrs. V. A. Simmons is the guest of her
wedding march was played by the Hazel daughter, Mrs. t. M. Corliss, and family,
The bride was
Stark trioTif Melrose.
Mr. Simmons will,
at Wells River, Vt.
attired in pearl grey satin ciepe, with cut
join them later.
steel trimmings and carried a shower
Miss Millie E. Mitchell has closed her
bouquet of pink roses and lilies of the
valley. Miss Dorothy Lewis of Somer- North Belfast home for the winter and
at the
ville, was maid of honor, and the best has taken a room for the present
Bowker home on Church street.
man was Ralph Case of West Medford.
The flower girl and ring bearer, respecMr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher were
tively, were little Miriam May Snow, in Belfast over Sunday while on their
three years old, and Master Walter Draythe State
way to Auburn after attending
ton Snow, six years of age, children of
Teachers’ Convention in Bangor.

{

The

H. Arnold left Tuesday for a busitrip to Boston and Connecticut.
Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of DoverFoxcroft was in Belfast Saturday calling
W.

ness

MISS HARRIET N. WIGHT

WADtlN-MASON

Mr. and M.s. Albert S. Snow of Winchester, formerly of Somerville. The room-,
were tastefully decorated with palms and
pink roses and the parents of tha bride
received with the couple after the cereThe trio played selections. The
The First Church, Federated, Rev. W. mony.
1
F. Skerrye, minister; residence, 36 High newly married couple were generously
Please do not remembered with gifts of silver, cut glass
street; telephone, 86-4
which
fail to telephone the minister of any and money from the firms with
case of illness or
distress where his ser- they were employed. The bride graduaschool in
vices can be helpful.
Sunday morning ted from the Somerville High
service at 10 45; sermon topic, “The Gol- 1915 and entered the Chandler school,
A cordial in- where she received a business training
den Rule; If I Were You
was
vitation is extend d to all.
Here let no and up to th 3 time of her marriage
Mr.
man be stranger.
“Whosoever thou art in the employ of Paine Webber.
of
that enterest this church, leave it not Wadlin is a graduate of the University
of
without a prayer for thyself, for him Maine in 1917, and is in the employ
who ministers, and for those who wor- the American Telephone and telegraph
World
ship here.” Sunday School immediately Company. He served during the
Come in and War nine months overseas as second
after the morning service.
Mr.
sit with the children through the opening lieutenant in the Field Artillery.
a
exercises.
Your presence will do them and Mrs. Wadlin left by automobile on
and Atlantic
good. Mrs. F. W. brown’s class waits trip to Washington, D C
for you and wants you
Why not come City. On their return they will reside in
New Haven, Conn.
in and join?
It is as necessary to look backward as
Respectfully,
Doiunity.
THOMAS J. BROWN
ISABEL GINN.
| The regular meeting or t'homas H. forward, if the value of that masterMowing is the statistical report for
Marshall Circle will be held Nov. 7th, teacher, experience, is nut to be lost.
year:
Thomas J. Brown died Saturday morn
Its value deiumber of cases under care Oct. 1, 1921,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos J. King and little when it is expected the Department offi- Experience is like money.
In one of Jack Lon- ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
All members ar
pends on its use.
uew cases during the year, 165; total
cers will be present.
son Spencer sailed from New York I'uet»
don’s books, “Burning Daylight,” it is Rankin, Belmont avenue, where he had
nher of cases, 187; cured or improved,
| urged to be present.
day for their home in San Juan, P. R.
His
related of the hero of the story that after been cared for during his illness.
age was 63 years, 2 months and 10 days,
he had made his t ig strike in the Klon
d.ke he came to San Francisco, where and his life was spent in Belfast, a reHe was the son of Mr.
the boldness of his linancial operations spected citizen.
made him as much an object of wonder- and Mrs. Michael Reardon, and his mothwas
ing interest as his matchless vigor and er dying when he was an infant die
but adopted by Mrs. Elizabeth Brown of Beldaring had brought him in Alaska.
name
the
bore
while his money grew his morale steadily mont avenue and always
declined.
The use of power made him of Brown For many years he lived alone
cruel.
He fought the rich and scorned in a little cottage on the home place and
One sister, Mrs. Wallace
the poor. The artificial excitement of never married.
his unnatural life encouraged the increas- R. Tarbox of Fryeburg, survives him
His marvelous The funeral was held in the Chapel in
ing use of stimulants.
afternoon with
vigor declined; the old-time friendliness Grove Cemetery Tuesday
But the Rev. William F. Skerrve of the First
forsook him; he became a tiger.
love of a good woman called to his nat- rederated Church officiating.
She had the
urally better manhood.
The engine was called to the Cottrell
courage to tell him wha' his manner of
“It’s in >our house on Congress street at 11 a. m.,
life was doing to hint
No
for a chimney fire.
face,” she said; “all the cruelty, the Wednesday,
When damage was reported.
contempt, and self-indulgence.
you first came to San Francisco you
looked at men with an open and friendly
eye; you were to me a hero for wbat you
had done in the north and what you
seemed to be.
But now, you have only
to look at yourself in the glass to see !
what you have become.”
%
He knew that she spoke truth. She
had revealed to him the truth of his own
experience; and he still had manhood
enough to see and acknowledge that
lie realiztruth when fairly presented.
ed then that, however it might be with
other men, for him a divided love was
He could have uulimi ed
impossible.
.
wealth, almost, with all the lust for power and self-indulgence that accompanied
at, for him: or he could have the solid
iatisfactions of honorable labor, ’.he qui

have continued the work
came the bride of Wilson Ellis
■ the various branches into which our
fort Branch balance
9 10
land, Calif., formerly of Belfast. Rev[
Lblic Hearth work has developed itself By paid for janitor service
54 34
J s. B Slone of the I’resby terian churchr
Eureacpeizi.ig three years ago, namely
of Englewood officiated with the double
Khide nursing, infant and child welfare
$2202 34
The only guests were Mr.
service.
wk, prenatal work, maternity nursing
To balance on Hand
1017 24 ring
and Mrs. Jesse E. Wilson, their son Jesse
d tuberculosis work.
E. Jr., and daughter Betty of.Los Angeles,
At the beginning of the year I had hop- Report of Red Cross Automobile Fund
Calif. Mr. and Mrs. Ellis will be at home
that we might be able to give more
1922.
To amount collected
June,
after Nov. 1st at 5034 College avenue,
le to instructive work, than we have in
in gifts
$958.73 Oakland. The bride and groom are well
ivious years,
figures show a alight in’22
To rec’d gift from
Aug
28,
known in Belfast, their former home.
marked inate in this, with a more
friend
2 00
Both graduated from the Belfast High
uein bedside work.
school.
Later Mr. Ellis (was employed in
Hills to sick patients, including many
$960.73 the local banks ani for several years was
ionic cases, have been given first place,
June 31.
By paid for auto and aca member of the lirm of Hall-Ellis Hard»use of necessity, ana oilier cases and
cessories
$675 30 ware Co
Later he specialized at the
hleius have been dealt with as early as :
July 31
By paid bill B. O Norton 19.64 New York University on Banking metho« would permit.
4.46 ds and is now engaged in Banking in OakBy paid bill B. O. Norton
A limited number of visits have been Aug. 8
the
from
By paid bill B. O Norton 8 20 land
His bride graduated
de to homes of school children, these i Sept. 4.
Oct.
bill
B.
O.
12
23 Normal School and has since been an efNorton
4.j By paid
illy to advise regarding the correction
:
ficient member of.the faculty of farmingphysical defects, fn several other in$719.83 j ton Normal. She resigned last June to
tees visits have been made to investiNov. 1, 1922.
To balance on
Many friends
c unfavorable conditions that were a
prepare for her marriage.
hand
240.60 extend congratulations.
Dice to the health of the family or

IfhisyeM

Miss Grace H Hall was at home from
Romford for the week-end, to look after
her residence at the corner of Cedar and
Miller streets.

Mrs Dora L Wagner is visiting friends
in Boston and New York.

on

Successful Revival

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

and

“down and out”

The death of Miss Harriet N. Wight
as a surprise to her friends aDd relatives. For the last two years since the
death of her niece, Mrs. F. W. Chase,she
has been living with her niece, Mrs. A. T.
Ringold, formerly of Northboro, Massachusetts now of Hyannis.
For the past
year she had been failing physically and
but
her
October
mentally
death,
22, resulted from a serious fall which oocurred
October 20th. She was born April 3, 1832,
the daughter of Nathan and Pamelia
Oakes Wight and has always been a woman of wonderful strength and loving
unselfish disposition, always ready to do
any thing she could for anybody, but was
specially devoted to her own family,
caring for her aged father and mother as
long as they lived and doing not only all
the bouse work but much of the farm
work as well.
The death of her sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Levi L.
Robbins in 1910-11, was a great deep sorcame

to her which she could not over come,
that they had to go before herself. Since
Mr. and Mrs. Albion K. Fletcher, Mr. that time i-he has been cared for by her
and Mrs. C. L. Fletcher and son Roland nieces and one nephew and wife and
autoed recently to Old Town, where they everything was done for her that could be
making her home with one or another of
were guests of Mr. David Kitchen.
them till the death of Mrs. Chase a little
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Frycburg over 2
years ago,since which time she has
arrived Monday, called by the death of
been cared for by Mrs. Rirrgold.
She
She is
her brother, Thomas J. Brown.
leaves one sister, Mrs. Ellen Small of
the guest of Miss Maude E. Barker.

Higgins and. M s Dora
Phiibrook of Thorndike were in Belfast
last week for a short visit with Mrs.
Sarah R Lewis and Mrs. Mary E. Pit-

row

Stoneham, Mass., four nieces, Mrs. Fred

C. Stockwill of Stoneham, Mrs. H. F. C.
Klienschmidt of Johnstown, Pa. Mrs.
A. T. Ringold of Hyannis, Mrs. Eliz beth
De Laney of Brockton, N. Y., and one
! man.
nephew, Mr. Laforest Robbins of Belfast.
The remains were brought to Belfast acW.
acMrs.
and
Joseph
Blaisdell,
Mr.
\ companied by Mrs. Ringold and Mr. F.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Blais- I W. Chase. The funeral services were
dell of Winlerport have returned from an held
I
Tuesday afternoon at thehomeof her
exteuded auto trip including a visit in St.
nephew, Mr. Laforest Robbins of 14 MilJohn, N. B.
ler St., after which the interment took
Miss Ella I. Smalley, who has been place in the South Belfast cemetery. Rev.
having a two weeks' vacation from her George C. Sauer, pastor of the Belfast
The bearers
duties as clerk of the local telepbone of- Baptist church, officiated
fice, has returned from visits in Monroe were Mr. Waller Townsend, Mr. Benjamin
West, Frank P. Staples. Her favorite
; and Bangor.
quota.ion was “Blessed are the peaceA number of the alumni of the U. of makers for
they shall be called the chilM. and Colby College, accompanied by dren of
God.’’
Orono
last
to
to
autoed
Saturday
friends,
attend the foot ball game between the
Mrs. Addie M.

THORNDIKE

j two colleges.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost and the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs, C. Y Cattrell,
who spent the season in the Frost cottage
in East Belfast, moved to their High
street home last Saturday.

Miss Abbie Ferguson has returned to
Mass, for the winter.

Mrs. Florence Rose is passing a few
days with friends in Belfast.
Mrs. Fred Cole and little grandson are
visiting her son, Roy, in Mass.
Mrs. Dora Sanborn of Camden :s spending a few days with Mrs. F. S. Hogan.
Charles White is building a hen-house,
30x40.
Fred Marcia and Elisha Webster
Miss Louise McDonough has returned are doing the
carpenter work.
to her duties as night operator in the loMrs. V. N. Higgins and Mrs. F. L.
cal telephone exchange, having spent a
PhilbricK spent Sat. P. M., with Mrs. L»
two weeks’ vacation with her brother,
H. Ward, on theii return trom a week’s
Dr. T. H. McDonough in Milo and her
stay in Belfast.
sister, Mrs. Fred Atwood in Winterport
Mrs. Pearl Bowley, Mrs. Marian SparMr. and Mrs. Bert Thorndike have re- row and Miss Veda
Hasty, teachers in
in
after
their
home
turned to
Rockland,
this town, and Miss Eivi Hasty aivd Mrs.
the
of
a
week
m
guests
Belfast,
spending
Clair Ward, who are teaching ia BurnMr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs.
ham, attended the State Teachers’ ConCoombs and Mr. Thorndike have had vention in Bangor last week.
great luck in hunting small game in this
vicinity, making daily trips.
Mrs Herbert E. Snow and little daughter Betty and Mrs. J. E Snow teft Monday in the former’s car for their winter
home at New Brighton, Staten Island, N
Rev. William Vaughan will join
Y.
them for the trip and will drive the car.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute,
their daughter, Miss Elena B. Shute, and
George D. Phelps of Cleveland, Ohio, re
turned Sunday night from a week’s hunting trip in the vicinity of Sourdnahunk
Lake, about seventy-five miles north of
Greenville.
They report a delightful

trip.

Stitchers Wanted
—AT—

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY
Bridge Street,

Belfast.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE

OR

The

man

CC“'SSOUP IQcan

^Better

Back of Your

of means?

Start Saving NOW!

Haisins Jfc*
Army

The City National Bank of Belfast
BELFAST, MAINE

Beef

•

6ib.

CEc

can

VO

can

Highest grade
nut margarine.

WOOD’S MARKET

recent examination of this institution by the
Trustees, $768,000 in deposits were found, back of
which are $944,000 im assets. Deposits have in-

At

Oil

Finest Quality of Black and
Brown Vici Kid Oxfords and
High Boots
~

$6.00
“Latest

to

Styles

$7.50
with

Money

Every

a

creased 18% during the past year. This is evidence of confidence in the able management of a
Board of Trustees whose first consideration is the
safety of the depositor’s money.

Why not open a Checking and Savings Account with this conservative institution?

Waldo Trust
Over Pitcher’s Music Store
Hood’s Rubbers for the entire
family. ‘There are none better.”

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

CA8TINE

UNITY

The Republican Journal
BsLFAsr. Thursday. Nov 2, t«22
BY
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

he

Republican
A. I.

Journal Pub. Co.

bK >"N. Editor.

ADVERTISING TERM.-*, r or one square,
in column. 50 cents for
one inch length
for each subsequent
•ae week and 35 cent*
loser* ion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS
50 cents
$2.00 a year,"* 1.00 for s ix months;
for three months.

QUOTATIONS
MY PRAYER

exceeding five thousand dollars, or bj
imprisonment not exceeding one year, ol
by both said punishments, in the discretion ol the court
Section IV declares—
"The several circuit courts of the Unite* S stessre hereby invested with jurisdiction to prevent and restrain violation:
of this act; and it shall be the duty of the
several district attorneys of the United
States in their respective districts, under
the direction of the Attorney Generil, to
institute proceedings iD equity to prevent
Such proand restrsin such violations.
ceedings may be by way of peti.ion setting forth the case and praying that such
violation shall be enjoined or otherwise
prohibited. When the parties complained
of shall have been duly notified of auch
petition, the court shall proceed, as soon
as may be, to tbe hearing and determination of the case; and pending such petition and before final decree, the court
may at an, time make such temporary
restraining order or prohibition as shall
be deemed just in the premises.”

God, for mystic powe'
To heal the sick and lame, toe deaf and
There is nothing drastic or oppressive
bli nd,
in this law. On the contrary it is a mild
power
for
thegracious
lask Thee humbly
law, and events hive shown that it is a
Just to be kind.
It was invoked by Preaident
wise law.
beauty
the
shining
see
to
I do not pray
28 years ago against a great
Cleveland
most
divinely
knowledge
Of highest
strike led by Eugene Debs in Chicago,
true;
I priy that knowing well my duty.
it was again invoked during President
This 1 may do
Wilson’s administration against rioters
finIn both theae instances
in Indianapolis
Ido not ask that men with flattering
|
ger
I there were concerted howls of rage from
crowdShould point me cut within the
the offenders, but the injunctions were
ed marts
linapproved by all the patriotic and law
But only that the thought of me may
ger
abiding people of thia great country, reIn some glad hearts.
gardless of politics or creed. Hiato.y is
men below me
I would not rise upon the
repeating itself. Attorney General Daughof men above
By pulling at the robes
is now the recipient of the same
erty
friends
dear
few
a
I would that friends,
from the same source, as was
abuse,
may know me,
heaped upon President Cleveland and
And knowing, love.
will have no more effect.
I do not pray foi palaces of splendor
Or far among the world's delights to
Injunctions will have the sanction of
1 do not ask,

my

roam;

tenI pray that I may know the meaning
der

Of home, sweet home
I do not ssk that heaven’s golden tress
ure

be spent;
Upon my little blundering life
But, O, I ask thee for the perfect pleasure

Of calm content.

law and injunctions will continue to be
invoked until professional agitators realize that the freedom of speech guaranteed
by tbe Constitution is not a license to incite mob violence, destruction

of prop-

erty or attacks upon government.

FORMING NEW LABOR UNIONS
—Amos R. V* ells

k MEDICINE MADE
FROM FRUIT

INJUNCTION

of AtThere has been much criticism
for invoking
torney General Daugherty
against certain persons and

injunction
the Court
organized bodies and against
forinjunctions
temporary
which granted
an

This criticism has
bidding certain acts.
the head of the
Gompera,
Mr.
from
come
in
American Federation of Labor, who,
council, passsession with his executive
ed the following resolution:—

"The only possible and practical remeso usurped and so
dy in the face of power
unjustified, lies in a flat refu-

completely

or
sal on the part of labor to recognize
abide by the terms of the injunction.”
Edward F. Grady, legislative agent of
a
big labor
the A. F. L., in addressing
meeting in Baltimore said: “Organized
Court of
labor should hold the Supreme
con
the United States in the utmost

tempt.”

such statements as the above
recognized leaders
uttered by
everlasting
of unionized labor, to the
be
credit of organ zed labor it can
of
shout
no
general
it gave
When

were

the country the men who remairsed at
work and the new men who took the

places of the strikers, have organized
new unions separate and distinct from
the American Federation of Labor with
which the striking shopmen were affiliat-

W. u.
Mass.

:

Gus Clark, of Knox, was in town recently selling beef.
Mrs. Roscoe Thurston, called on Miss
Hall, and Mrs. Joy Monday.

SOUTH FREEDOM
Ralph Overlook
business Oct

Thorndike

in

was

in th«
A telephone has been installed
II ring 4<
home of Hsrrv Thompson, line
P Downer were 11
Mr. and Mrs J
recently vuests of Mrs. Bertha

The True

Liberty
Sylvester.

1

The

^

Often this puts the bowels out of or-

lUjuuv-uuii

FOR FLETCHER’S

R I A

Thia injunction,
ceeding known to law.
criticism
which is now under incendiary
is but
low
and
degree,
of
high
radicals

Smith,

112

Huntin..

co??

1 rue’s Elixir.

big

outer

casing

of the

40c—6(1—J|.20.

^

**•

Moncrief

Furnace is always cool. It
for such a great current of
air that it simply cannot become
heated, even at the bottom.

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

One big reason for its extraordinary economy
is its big, roomy casings. All the heat goes
the
upstairs where you want it, not into
all
it
cellar. You can pile potatoes against
winter without their sprouting.

i Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red. Wester,

Niantic,

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

IMPORTED

is the lowest priced
furnace youcanbuy.

into Joe

R. I., Pink,

Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red. \\ isconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,

The first cost of the
in

Westerly,

R. I. Red,

ly,

Moncriefislow. All
things considered, it

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Pendleton were re
Under the rules governing these new cent callers at Eli Comforth’s.
unions wages and working conditions are
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Higgins were reto be fixed according to local conditions,
cent visitors at Mrs. Alice Higgins.
which
frefree from nation wide rules
Arey and Mrs. Chas.
Mrs.
Ralph
quently have imposed injustices to both Bowley were in Brooks recently on busithe roads and workers alike.
Mr. W. G. Lee is

Balmoral Red

Magda Red,

Beers Red.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

MONCRIEF
PIPELESS
|

ness.

veteran labor lead-

Mrs, Grant of Monroe is spending a few
er and is now president of the Brother- weeks with her son, Mr. and Mrs, Ralph
He is quot- Arey.
hood of Railroad Trainmen.
Two of the large State trucks are doing
ed as having said that he believes be can
the State
leatkhis organization to better advantage an extensive business graveling
roads in this towij.
and get more for his men and at the I
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor of Jackson visited
same time work more effectively for all
her grandmother, Mrs. Hasty, and other
concerned if his brotherhood negotiates
relatives in town Oct. 22.
independently as far as wages and workThe first big freeze, Oct. 18, did much
ing rules arc concerned. He is further damage. Many
losing potatoes, also
quoted as saying: “This whole business, apples and garden vngatabies.
with all railroad unions on one side and
Mrs. F. L. Philbrick and Mrs. V. N.
all railroads on the other, with the Rail- Higgins spent the week end in Belfast,
R. Lewis and
road Labor Board in between, got too big the guests of Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Annabelle Underwood.
one man or a few men to handle.
for
a

A. S. HEAL, Belfast, Maine,

FURNACE
FOR SALE BY

:

j

Elijah

Ritchie

Belfast, Maine

suspension being that the drivers werq
Suspension
intoxicated when driving.
and revocation of licenses does not seem
to lessen the number of offenders.

Last

;[= £

=

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

open.

Colds

Stops Quick

Breaks up a cold in aix hours; nothing
and colds
gives quicker relief in cougha
than Hyomei. Gom right to theapotand
it feile.
kills the gexme. Money beck if
A. A. Howe* A Co.

no

Lower Main Street

S. €.

P

Collections every who

pay.

C. L. FISH, Manager,
35 Miller

Belfast, Maine

Street,
Tel. 370.

Better Than

a

Write, call

or

phone.

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism

Mustard Harter

pOP

|

and All Aches and Pains
ALL DRUGGISTS
35c and 65c, Jars and tubes
Hospital size, $3.00

-i

Piano

Expert
and

Repairing

rtl

The Marshall properties, f rroerlj P*™
»
the Jonathan Elwell eetate, situated
n firings.11
Stocbt*
and
fast, Northport

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.4ltf

All Kinds of

•

repairing.

grades of eastern sawed Shingles.
Roofing Paper, Nails, Laths and Clapboards.

prices
our yard on

very reasonable. Give us
Primrose Street. Tel. 205.

are

Our
call at

|

Milton B. Hills Belfast.

j

I

LAND IN

ing

_Hayfyrd

tf4

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall

Market, Boston, Mass.

the same location in Boston’s
ket. Established 1848.

m

Big

Mar-

Fruit and Produoe

APPLES OUR SPECIALTY.
Stencils furnished on application.
Pmtnat and Efficient Service.
Beacon Trust Co., Boston.
References any Commercial Agency;

Land in Stockton

High Street.

“

*>»«
29

WANTED

Freeport,

^

wars-

J

lei. 320

Man to succeed C. A. Craney, Retatliug Rawleigh
Health Food Products, Spices, Flavors.
Good
Medicine*, Toilet Preparations, etc. 140 K very day
Necessities used by millions. Largest Company
In the world; established 34 yean.
Favorably
known all over America. Products sold ou time;
lowest wholesale urlce. No
experience,
practically
no capital needed.
We furnish everything, teach
you to niaiiag« vour own (•ennanent, big-paving
business. $200u $5000 a year. Write for application.
aBe> occupation, reference#.
W. T. RAW LEIGH CO.. Dept. 171,
IU.

SpripP

About sixteen ecres of la"'d,
Sargent lot, situated on Lap

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

mvM

A'Acrst,
Northpor>t

Justice of the Peace

Dr. Hester Brown

HALL & COLE, Inc.,

beautifully

J^

^
^jgd*

&ho
point extending from North
a^gjof
and westerly »• the shore runs
the cove, unusually well locale
hot«l. ***"
o
for • large eummer residence
acres.
taining about thirty-four
^
*
2 About one hundred and ten
southerly of and adjoining
, C*»Pfrom
called, on the road
„ tbs
ground to Temple Heights
long ebore front end building
,0*4
n—
mentioned
road weaterly of the first

must be sworn to.

Block, Belt a st, Maine

the

^

NORTHPORT

1. 1 hat part of the Jonathan
o
stead lying on the easterly »lde
from Belfast to Northport t ampg
adjoining the North Shore. §°-*®

MAURICE W. LURD
Notary Public.

^

House and lot of one-eighth of
on Northpo
3
The old Preston place, ao
J
Northport Avenue opposite A
house, containir.ff about thirty-iuUr

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

^

2

1922 Auto License and

a

15 acres
wel
Avenue to ihe ahi-re,
desirable for ouromei home or forctt
into cottage lota.

adjoining above parcel

<

We have all

exteDdingfjjJ

Lot of about

Northport

Home known as the Wadsworth place.
Ten minutes from Belfast poatoflice on
upper High street. Twelve room house,
modern beating, lighting and plumbing.
; Shed and barn connected with house.
| Buildings in good condition. About live
Fruit trees, etc. Price right.
acres laud
! Apply to owner on premises.
J. HENRY MORRIS.
195 High St., City.
Tel. 126-21

Spruce Lumber for building and

of

LAND IN BEL FAST
I.

FOR SALE

LUMBER

—

FOR SALE

Tuning

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

Commission Merchants.

_

& pi

Creditors Mercantile Agency

W. A. JOHNSON

Almost 75 years

Ps. 34-3.
All railroad strikes in Maine have been
settled and there are reasons for believthis year oi
ing that no more will occur
next. Strikers are going back to work
and there are now but a few more placei

No collection

this

CASTORIA

(?

—-

p

e ir-

—

Write today for our
180 page catalog. It's 1 REE.
Kendall J< Whitney, Portland, Me.
Supplying Agricultural heeds tince 1858.

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Clements and
daughter of W interport were recent
guests of her brother, Fred Barden.

Frank Riley of Monroe is threshing in
neighborhood. It was a great surcovered
prise to all to find the ground
with two inches of snow one morning
recently. There were a great many appies frozen.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown gave a reHall
ception and dance at Comet Grange
Oct. 20 muaic by Toziers Orchestra of
It was a very enjoyable affair
Albion.
and they received some pretty presents.
They have the best wishes of all.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges of Swan
Island arrived in town Oct. 22 for
and
a week’s visit with her parents, Mr.
They are enroute
Mrs. Wallace Gray.
for New Jersey where he has a position
They are to drive through with their
car.
The best wishes of their friends go
with them.

t Harvest Equipment
/Every Description
9/j

any

week two men were convicted of driving
;
by
their automobiles while under the influany attempt
a kindly admonition against
ence of liquor and were each fined $1,000
which the entoe rry out the purposes
Maximum fines may have a
and costs.
and against the
joined admittedly have,
l deterrent effect upon those who have the
consummation of the acts which they meanB for payment, but in most cases
commit. If they
to
say they intend
"60 days" would be more effective.
the
injunction will
admonition
thia
heed
Mr. Todd, General Manager of the BanIts whole intent
in no way harm them.
either the gor & Aroostook Railroad, is not in favor
violating
from
them
deter
ia to
to protect of making that road a part of the propoacivil or the criminal law, and
and of all ed New England system nor of any larger
the rights of the government
He also states that the
combination.
the people.
on railroad manaauthorized
rules
imposed
are
working
Injunction proceedings
Act gers have been greatly reduced by mutual
Sherman
so-called
the
under
by law
be in
agreement. The B. & A. seems to
which in Section 1 declares:
in the ! position “to go it alone,” if any road can
"Every contract, combination
form ol trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, do ao.
commerce among
in restraint of trade or
with foreign naWe do not know bow much salary Mr.
the several atatea, or
to be illegal.
for "working" the worktions, is hereby declared
make any such Gompers gets
Every peraon who ahall
but it is safe »o aay that it is a «ood
ers,
combinasuch
in
any
contract or engage
deemed guilty one. He knows that his power as a leadtion or conspiracy shall be
on conviction
er is waning and this maketh .him mad,
nf a misdemeanor, and,
a fine not
thereof, shall be punished by
yea, ‘the words of his mouth are iniquity
and deceit, he hath left off to be wise.”

UNEQUALED

F. E

Ave., Boston, says "i k,
taking Dr. True’s Elixir for
pation and Find it to tie more eff
tive than anything I has e
everuJL*k
l ae the True family
Uxativ/rw

ed.

—

the most
the United States is, today,
most humane prothe
and
charitable

Mrs.

der—they fail to function properlycausing frettulness, taking away the
appetite, 'slowing down the active
To relieve these conditions,
mind.
qave a bottle of I'rue's Elixir handy.
L’se it as others have done during
the past 70 years. When the children

was

DUv

Family Laxative

Mothers with their home worries I are out of a.ght they often P,.
many sweets
or
rich food. >
often irregular at their meals—
on constipation
in
have no appetite—are oftenjrestlcss I brings
many
troubled
are
at right—are tired and
Watch these symptoms:
j
Con.,
need
C« J tion, sour
with distressed stomachs.'—
stomach, cramo* M'
prompt, pure herb laxative, and such
heavy and dull, had breath
is Dr I rue's Flixir. the True Family
ness, and biliousness These ar '*
Tne Working man is apt
l axative.
mon to both children and
too
eat
his
may
to neglect
.health;
and call for a prompt use
of a?u®*
hours
at
Irregular
and
|
,x*hurriedly
tive.
1

that

aU

™

FAMILY

Pipeless
provides

THORNDIKE
were

ReputatiZ

are

Children Ury

CASTO

WHOLE

THE

Dr. True’s Elixir

or

23,

Warren Mitchell from
Mr. and Mrs
Ralph W. Howard called on Charles I Oakland were recent guests of Mr.
Stevenson, at Halldale Monday.
| and Mrs Harry Thompson.
Cush
Mr. and Mrs Fred Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. Loren W. Howard, are
i min Thompson and > Chapel were revisiting relatives in Massachusetts.
Downes.
an I Mrs
j cent callers at Mr.
Charles Howard, of H. B. Mountain,
Mrs. Alice Penney has returned homr
business.
was in this vicinity Monday on
after a few davs visit with her daughter,
Mrs.'Percy B-ssey and family.
Rev. Mr. Fletcher, will hold services at
church Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs K. L. Overlock and chilthe North Montville
reOct 29th.
dren, Flora, George and Astell, were
and Mrs. Claudiun
cent guests of Mr
Mrs. Martin Whitten and sister, Mr*- Knowlton in Liberty.
Esther Eldred, called on Mr. and Mrs'
Ralph W. Howard, last week.

Much interest is being shown in the
It was loaded with dynamite for the
only the I* country as well as for ourselves and the Community meetings held at the Thornapproval. In the main it
Mr. George Bragdon
dike Sta. church.
the anarchists executives.
No sane government would
W W., the radicals and
conducted the service last Sunday evencame
these
people
class
to
From
*
or
paralyze ing.
who applauded.
permit any faction
in an effort
the transportation business of the counhot and militant propaganda
Several from this town attended the
that the into convince the uninformed
try and thereby punish the innocent who demonstration on dressmaking held at
every- are
always in the majority. The only Knox Sta Oct. 19, and report a very
junction if sustained would place
as
absolute
helpful session. The next meeting will
as
a
way out was to separate
body under despotism
be held Nov. 2 and the demonstration will
earth'
the
of
ruled
face
Centralization and one big union
ever existed on the
be on millineiy.
this propaganda by a few men has been the aim of Mr.
To show the nature of
Ed. Hunt of Burnham was in town last
New Majority.” a Gompers. Mr. Lee believes in decentrawe quote from "The
rebuilding a chinney for Ray Cross.
week,
stateown
according to its
lization and peaceful settlements by law- There seems to be a chinney epidemic
paper which,
bead of its editorial ful procedure. He recognizes the dan- in town this Fall. Fred Rich, Lawrence
ment, carried at the
by the ger of Gomperism and is big enough to VV ard, Mrs. Alice Higgins and Ray Cross
column, is “owned and controlled
all having had work done either by Mr.
"There take a
Labor.’
of
Federation
strong stand against it.
Chicago
Hunt or Mr. Moore of Jackson.
deis
to
that
is only one thing to do and
the Supreme
There is nothing in the anthracite coal
clare war to a finish on
SWAINV1LLE CENTER
situation to warrant any relaxation of
Court.”
in declar- economy in the use of fuel.
People livThe purpose of these people
H. P. White is able to do his chores.
on the Supreme
ing in cities and towns on navigable waing war to the finish
Wm Small has recently purchased a I
which
sp- ters will fare better than, those living in
~ourt is seen in the following
new Ford Car.
re- the interior of the state.
fact
It
has
been
ansame
paper:—“The
eared in the
j Fred Barden recently purchased a piano I
until the nounced that two ton deliveries might be 1
mains that we will get nothing
for his daughter.
the made by dealers.
That may be possible
workers have coutrol of the Senate,
White in Portland and in a few other places, but
Mrs. Ray G. Robertson is still the guest ;
the
House of Representatives,
of her iather, Hon. C. M. Conant.
Even
at
w'e do I
Court.
next
two
the
for
least,
months,
the
Supreme
House and
E. A. Robertson is able to be up and
but little unless not believe a one ton delivery will be
then we will have won
the house part of the time.
around
of these in
possible, because it is not likely there j
the workers placed in control
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ellis were in MonThe output of anobtain for the work- will be coal enough.
Wilgtitutions proceed to
roe Oct 22 to visit his mother. Mrs.
This
thracite for the year ending May first of j
all industry.”
ers control also of
lard Ellis.
which it is but next year will be a great many million
wouid be Socialism from
The neighbors of H. P. White made a
bolshevism. These tons below the average annual output. It
■ step into Russian
bee and got in turmips for which he is
are making all the
is not possible for the miners to make up 1 very grateful.
gre the people who
the shortage caused by months of idlehue and ciy against injunction.
At the farm of E. A. Robertson there
ante
ne*s.
Duty and necessity require tha1 was an apple tree that had several apple
Injunctions are not new. They
blossoms last week..
the old Roman we practice economy in running*our fur
date the common law and
naces and use more than usual of other
One
can readily trace
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Thompson were recenturies.
law, by
to Adam. fuels.
cent guesta of tbeir daughter, Mrs. John
them back to Sinai and even
Hutchins of Brooks.
Some of these old-time injunctions, were,
During two weeks of .the present
was
there
Mrs. E. E. Clements and son Charles of
which
from
in effect, decrees
month the licenses of 28 automobile driv- Searsport were recent callers at E. A.
no appeal.
Robertson's and H. P. White’s.
ers have been suspended, the reason for
_AAnrf
in
aaid

to West

FOR

Pile Potatoes
p;c=Around It

To these intensified fruit juices are
added tonics and antiseptics, and the
entire value of "Fruit-a-tives” is duo
to this unique combination of fruit
juices and tonics.
“Fruit-a-tives” has proved its
remarkable value in thousands and
thousands of cases of Stomach, Liver
and Kidney Trouble—in Headaches,
Rheumatism and Neuralgia—in chronic Constipation and Dyspepsia—ia
Nervousness, Skin Diseases, Poor
Blood and a general “un-down condition of the system.
There is no substitute for “Fruit-atives” because these “Fruit I.axo
Tablets”are theouly medicine in the
world made from fruit juices.
50c a l>ox, 6 for *2 "0, trial size 25c.
At dealers orfrom FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBUI! i, N. V,

Bucklin has moved
B.
F.
Wing’s house for the winter.

gone

The Laxative With 72 Years

_

Ernest and George Penney, attended
the (bee Oct. 23 in Freedom and helped
harvest potatoes iot Mrs Frank Johnson.

degree

Ward

Lowell,

gone to

W. D. Bowie, his
Medway, Mass.

COMBINED WITH TONICS
The extraordinary powersof” Fruit*
a-tives” or “Fruit I.axo Tablets” in
Curing disease are due to one fact,
and one fact onlv—IT IS A GENUINE
FRUIT MEDICINE, MADE FROM
THE JUICES OF FRESH, RIPE
FRUITS.
By a remarkable discovery of one
of the leading physicians, the juices
of apples, oranges, figs and prunes
are transformed intoa new compound
w hich lias all the medicinal properties
of fresh fruit and in a more marked

Less

has

Mrs.

fied Juices of Apples, Oranges,
Figs and Prunes

Elden Ward and
Belfast recently.

Bowler,

Arm.trong of
Mr. and Mrs. Many
has
Portland are in town, Mr. Armstrong
Mrs. Con
been shingling the buildingson
Lamb’s farm.

Mrs. Alice Hallowell, hss returned to
Thomaston.

"FRUIT-A-TIVES” Is Intensi-

On practically every large railroad in
THE
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Giles G.
Real Estate,
HAYfORD

Abbott

limberlands a**

Fire Insurance
BBBST. ^

G. •CROSBY

WILLIAM

SCHOOL
Following is
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FUND

1»« of Subscriptions Paid
to Date.
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Franc** Abbott.•
c. Aborn.

r

A million men
have turned to
One Eleven

110

j.®**

E Andrews.
u.rk Andrews.
H Applin.
Alois'

ilsort

E

y.ods

.Bsrk.f.*-••.

60
25

10
26 00
26

fchuyl«rS_B.rtl.tt.

1(™

Beckwith.
B.ckford.

26

Bl.ck
K.rle.W.N. Blaisdell.

600
150

r.

Killism

Herman

S.

fh.rl-s

Jo*, pb
H. P. Blodgett.
B.Miih hiiheries Company.
S!?,. A. Bradford.
L and Mr* Frank E. Hramhall.
f Hramhall and Company.
A. Hramhall.
Harriet A. Bray.
Brown and F'amily.
\v.
yrP(i
r.mbeth Burije**.
Hiram 0 Bur«e»a.
Hamlin Burkett.
H (\ Buiaell.
School
Belfast High

Lli.h

6

Cigarettes

26

500
26

26

25
50
10®

132 08
6 00
500

'w.ie It Chapman.
File,, F and Fred T. I hase.
Ur*. F. Wallace Chs*e.

26
200
10

The City National Bank.
City Son ’!*•••.
Donald .'. Clark.
Harry W. Clara...
William A. Clark..
Cl». 1920 B. H. S.
Cecil Clay.
..

ment.

t

Am*

Dex.er T. Clement*.
John C. Clement.
Welter J Cl ff rd.
H. H Cm mb*.
Coe-Mortimer Comi any....
Augustus Colburn.
Charles R. t oombfl.
Robert V Coombs.
Edith D. Cool.

Ralph

C..oper.

I..

Edna I). Crawford.
In** E. Crawford.
W. 0. Cra» ford

10

Ralph F. Darby.

Henry Davidson.
Bert L. Davis.
Walter A. Decrow
B. C, Dtaamore and Son.
Ruth Dinsmore.
George K. Doak.
Norman S. Donahue.
John L, Dow.
Dunton and Morse.
Florence E. Dunton.
James C Durham.
Frederick M. Dutch.
Dutch Brothers.

1000
26

100
6C0
160
25
100

100
15
2d
200

1000

cigarettes

100

100
100
5
<50
25
10®

“One

ICO 00
100

Fish.

Eibo

Front...

Orlando E. Frost.
Esther C, Frye—in memory of.
Robie Gale Frye.
James A. Gammons.
Annie E. Gilchrest.
Eloo B. Gilchrest.
Isabel Ginn.
Goodhue and Company.
Dr. Frank F. Graves.
Fred G. Gray.

Edgar M. Hall.
E 0. Hall.
William L. Hall.
George F. lUrnman.
Lewi* il. Hart.
A. B. Hatch.
George U. Hatch.
Mr. and Mrs Walter G. Hatch.
Charles P. Hazeltine.
Lewis p. Hazeltine..a,.
Louise Hazeltine.
Margaret N. Hazeltine.
A. S. Heal.
Leo G. Herrick.
Lucenie S. Herrick.
Memory Albert Herrick.
Myrtle Herrick.
High School Athletic Association_
Melville C Hill.
Clyde B. Holmes.
Gtorge W. Holmes
Mrs. Kate Quimby Hollingshead.....
Annette Holt.
Wilham licit.
| Mrs. Harriet F. Horn.
Ffed R. Howard.
Gerald W. Howard
Will Russell Howard.
Asa A. Howes....
Mr. and Mrs, James H. Howes.
R»lph H. HuWes.
Frances Emily Hunt.
F. S. Hutchins.
Mr». Emily H. Hyams.
Charlotte Sibley Hilton.
Fred S. Jackson.
C. W. Jennys.
Alfred Johnson.
Alton L. Johnson.
“*lph M. Johnson and Louise Johnson
Pratt in memory of Edward Johnson
Johnson.
jklpb C. of
Memory Ralph Cross Johnson.
Willard A. Johnson.
E. A. Jones.
Fkd D. Jones.
...

..

....

^WilliamKasman.
K

Sue M. Partridge
Leota A. Patterson.
Patterson and Sylvester.
Leslie A Payson.....
C. A. Paul

500
26

600
26

Pejepscot Paper Company.

50
26

Georgians S. Pendleton.
Mary E. Pierce.
Grace C. Pillsbury.
Elizabeth Q Pineo in memory of Geo.

10®
600

10

Quimby. .ft..
Georgie 1. Piper.
A.

500
25
500

Pitcher.
Thomas W. Pitcher.
Clarence O. Poor.
* red R. Poor.
No. 47 Pocahontas
John Pullman.
Ralph L

26 00
25
25
25
25
25

..

j

woman

Alberta W. Faro ham.
Hiram P. Farrow.
Mrs John W. Ferguson.
Louisa H. Ferguson....
Austin J. Fernsld.
J. F. Kernald.
Ben 1). Field.
Ckariea H. h ield.
H.T. Field.
C

Colby A, RacklifTe...
William M Randall.
Clarence E Read.
Read and Hilia.
Redmen.

Elijah Ritchie.

L. Robbins
Renworth R Rogers.
Sarah A. Russ
LaForest

200
50
50

Saco Valley Canning Company.
L. J. Sanderson
Dudley A. Sargent
Mrs. William F. Schoppe.
Ma’garet C. Schiller
Herbert L. Seekms.
Marion H. Shaw.
M. Alice Shaw—mcmcry of Florence
W. Shaw.
James F. Sheldon
Elmer A. Sherman
Raymond R. Sherman.

50

25
600
20
5

100
50
10
500
26
25

Edward Sibley

Valorus A. Simmons.
Mildred M. Slater.

5G0 00
500
200
50
250
25

Gladys P, Sleeper.

Morris L. Slugg.
Edna J Small.
Elmer Small
Nathan H. Small.
Ella I, Smalley.
A Friend
Edith M. and Ralph D. southworth
(
Lillian Spinney.

25
25

..

200
25
1000

Fred G. Spinney
Arthur B. Stantial.
Frank J. atarrett.
D. F. Stephenson
Russell B. Stephenson.
Dr. Carl H. Stevens
; Charles E. Stevens.
Herbert H, Stevens.
Abbie F. Swan.

25
25
50
100

....

200
25
500
25
100

Charles F. Swift
W. Augustus Swift.
Swan-Whitten Company

...

100
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2i
5

Thompson and Partridge.

10

Thomas S
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100
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25

1000
1000
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10C0
25

260
10

5C0 00
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200

25
1000
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100
26
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100
2 00

E.

Knight.

E Knowlton.

Knowlton.

W*rold Ladd.
B«nry B. Ladd.

~5wlnK circle. Baptist Church

rt

“rs.

Lancaster.

Eben K. Littlefield.

25
ICO
100

Thompson.^.

10J
5

26

600
26
100
26
260

26
500

1000
ICO
600

and

Barrows.

Rulh“u K' MacNeil.
gthMacomber.
c. Mansur.
G
■

R
h.

Marsano.

25

I

ICOO
10
5
25
100

00

“Freedom of

S. Mathews

So,,!e,.A-uM,thew».
H«neth'(“*ihew* Eat,lte.
S&; McDonald™...;.;"..
Hr

McDonald.

“cDon*ld

Li|iian<bm:'‘ K*J‘
»iCn H .?*,McDo"*ld

•■•■
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M«khUii.MnCL®ll,n
Hillie

Ji

600
26

100
60
36

Millhouse.

25
200 00

50
1000
25
1000
10
25
10
25

1000
100
50
600

100
25

150
60

60
100
10

25
6u0
5

50
100
25
100

10
100
15

200
100
10 0

10 00
25
£00
25

15
100
500
60
50

Arline Wadlin
Edward A. Wadsworth
Charles H. Walden.
Waldo Trust Company
J Frank W'aterman
Marion R. W'aterman.
Ernest S. W ebber..
Leroy A. Webber
C. W. Weacott..
Dr. W. L. West ..
Fuller C. Wentworth.
Vergie B. Wentworth.
William F. Weafae..
Charles E. White
Harriet P. W hite.
Joseph P. White Heirs.
The White School.
Frances Howes Whitman.
E. Leverne Whitten.
Howard L. Whitten.
Juliett A, Wiggin
Mrs. Ada V, W iley.
Bertha A. Wiley
Arthur E. Wilson.
Edmund Wilson.
Mrs. Robert Willard.

£ OX)
100

25
50
25

00

100
600

5
5

100
100
600
25
25
10

15
25
25

100
10 50
25
25
26
25
25
25
25
50
5
25
100
600

ICO
50

50
10
10
24

Received from interest on US bonds
and bank nccount. 10,263 33
Total actual receipts.$99,122 57
$7 72
Paid for expenses,
Cost of investments, $97,508 29
97 516 01
Trustees of the fund,

806 56
58
Total subscriptions to the fund were $92,097
**
Amount paid in. ®®

26

CS*E-M«rey.10

^Mudgett.
Mom.

300
26 00

.-

50 00

*Hce R
Htael w
I *.

ifVH

E-

Pelaser.

E5'.
t

?

900
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a

heard the assertion that

is

free country.”

It

is

the retort

detrimental to
Some there are, doubtless, who
actually belisve that constitutional freedom, the liberty of the individual, is
equivalent to license t> do anything to
which there is impulse, without regard
for the rights and privileges of others.
And some know better, but misuse the
plea of freedom to justify acts that cannot be permitted because they rely upon
it to appeal to the unintelligent and gain
for them the support of those in the population who, when assembled in any considerable number, constitute a mob.
Of course, every
intelligent person
knows, and if he is honest he will freely
admit that he knows, that, just as this
nation is free and independent only within
its legitimate rights, so every individual
has his personal liberty circumscribed by
the rights and privileges of his fellow
citizens, and that the same is true of
groups of the population.
To guarantee security for life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness for all the
Inhabitants of this country is the purpose
of the Constitution and the statutes b ised
It follows logically that acts
thereon.
which menace the life, restrict the liberty,
or interfere with the pursuit of happiness
of any inhabitant or group ot inhabitants
of the United States, cannot be permitted
to any other inhabitant or group.
"A man’s house is his castle,” and under the Constitution he is secure therein
from unreasonable searches and seizures.
There is law to protect him from violent
But he mav not in his home or on
entry.
his premises engage in activities, or maintain conditions, that are an annoyance,
or a detriment to his neighbors.
Citizens are free to walk or drive in the
streets, and go wherever they will, and
because that freedom is tor all, there -annot be to any the license to do anything
that would obstruct or impede the progress of others.
Speech is free, but only for the expression of opinion; not for incitement to
violence. The same is true of the freedom
of the press. And upon the constitutional
right to assemblage there are the restrictions that it must be peaceful and nonWhen a crowd assembles,
obstructive.
however peaceful it may be, if it obstructs
traffic, it is made to disperse unless special permission has been given for the assemblage or for the doings that attract it
that is
others.

103,20000

600

Does Not

that springs to the lips of any individual*
or group of individuals, when he or it is
reproached or called to account for action

Balance uninvested. $1,606 56
The present holdings of U 8 bonds are:
IT. 8. Trees, 44 per cent.
bonds. 1947-52.$71,300
U. 8. 2nd L. L. 44 per cent.
bonds, 1927 42. 6,000
U, S. 3rd U U 44 per cent.
bonds, 1928. 6,000
U. S. 4th L. L. 44 per cent.
h"933 3*.

20
50

“this is

50
200
25
25
10
10

Paymente'by

arrie

Frequently

ICO 00
100

100

Speech”

Justify Anarchism

25
25

$88,659

U"1"L- Luce.
“"■•rd

in the immediate future.
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor,
and one of the Trustees.

100

Frank R. Woodcock.
Hartwell L. Woodcock
Mrs. H. L. Woodcock.
Wesley A. Wood.
Kenneth B. Wyman.

25
25

*500, *250, *200, *200, *100, *100, *100,
*100, *100, *100, *100, *100, *50, *50. *50,
*50, *25, *25, *25, *25, *25, *25. *25, *25,
*25, *10, *10, *10. Total, *3,238.34.
It is exptcted that these will be paid in

100

Maurice D. Towle.
George C. Trussell.
B. L. Tuttle.
Frank W. Twombly
Orris S. Vickery

William Cross Williamson.
W illiamson History Association.
A Frie. d.

25 00

6
200

500

Selwyn Thompson.

25

The following is the list of the amounts
of the unpaid subscriptions: *333 34, (500,

26

1000

Earl L. Talbot.
William M, Thayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Timm.
Joseph E. Thombs.
George C. Thompson.
Lynwood B. Thompson.

5

5
100
100

25
Keene.
Annabels. Kelley.100
Elizabeth A. Kelley.
50
Annie M Kimball.
25
J. Kim ball.
25
JJ.
Cora S. M. King.
25
[ Augustus C. Knight.
5
B.

gkabeth
R-

I

Iiespite the heat of mid-summer, the
wore a
heavy black veil, and

10
5

25 00
25
25
25
200
25

John A Fogg ana wife.
Ida Frank el.
ChaikaVt Frederick.
Cktee®a French.
! Harry L. French.
j Mr. and Un. E, P. Frost.
I Friend.

EJeven

15 for 10c

20®
50

Mr*. Cora A. Fames.
Percy S. Edgecomb.
Alfreds Ellis.
Fred E. Fills.
Herbert F. Fills.
Leelie H. Elms....

Hoy

TO THE MEMORY
OF THE

FEMALE .STRANGER
Whose mortal sufferings terminated
on
the fourth clay of October. ISIS,
aged
twenty-eight years and eight
months, this stone is erected by her
disconsolate husband In whose arm
she breathed out her last sigh, and
who. under God, did his utmost to
soothe the dull, cold ear of death.
That Is all—and the most determined efforts
of
the
residents of
Alexandria during the first half of the
last century, failed
to throw the
slightest light upon the mystery.
The facts in the case are few. hut,
such as they are, they are supported
by the unassailable evidence of a number of persons who were eyewitnesses
to the brief public appearance of the
“female si ranger
The
brig Four
Sons docked at Alexandria on July
215, 18H5. en route from Halifax to the
West Indies. The Virginia city was
not a port of call on the regular route,
but the captain stated that one of his
passengers had been taken dangerously
ill and that her husband had demanded that she be put ashore at Alexandria. where a boat was lowered, and a
man and woman, the latter apparently
very ill, were taken ashore.

5

..

Allen l. Curtin.
George F. Curtia.
James T Curtis.
Mabel B. Cushman.

the cemetery attached
to St. Paul's church In Alexandria.
Va., seldom leave without examining
the inscription upon a handsome monument which is one of the outstanding
places of Interest In the city as well
as one of the most baffling riddles of
identity which the passage of more
than a century has failed to solve.
Tills Inscription comprises within a
few lines all that the world knows of
the woman in question, for it reads:
to

668 66

Crosby.4®-1®®

Anne C.

TTISITOKS

—a

100
25
IPO
28

(Hen K. Campbell.
ur« E. p. cwrle.
Horatio II, Carter.
t>i ra. Maine Power Company.
M. Chamberlain.

■Lida

firm verdict for
superior quality.

100

1

THE FEMALE STRANGER

Subacriptions remaining unpaid

8,138 34
amount to.
to ihia amount the total cash
and bonds as above, taking the
104,806 56
bonds at par. ,.

Adding

OO
makes the fund when all subscriptions are paid .$108,044 90

;

j

objectionable

or

her husband secured the best suite in
the Inn of the Bunch of Grapes, as
well as the services of a well-known
>b»m he engaged only after
phvsi.
strictest secrecy. Even
pledging
in the presence of the doctor, however,
the woman’s face was kept veiled, and
the husband steadfastly refused to
hire
nurse, saving that he was entirely capable of handling the case
and flint he was aide to do anything
that a nurse could do.

Then, for fear that

someone

might

peared.
On October 4 of the following year,
Alexandria was surprised at the sudden and unheralded return of the husband, who remained In the city oiUy
long enough to place flowers on the
grave of the “female stranger.” and to
see that the plot in the cemetery was
well taken cnre of. Once a year, for
twelve years, he returned. Then his
visits ceased and tl.e grave was neglected until, a number of years later,
a distinguished elderly man and woman
came and ordered the monument
to he replaced by another and more
costly headstone hearing the same Inscription, with tiie addition of the

Whereas,

our

again entered
from

us

our

Heavenly Father

our

has
and removed
sister, Flora E.

midst

beloved

Ward,

and
Whereas our sister has always been a
and
devoted member of Harvest
loyal
Moon Grange, therefore be it
Resolved, that her death leaves a vacancy in our ranks that cannot be filled
and a shadow that cannot be removed.
Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family in their
time of sorrow; that our chaTter be draped in mourning for thirty days and that a
page in our records be devoted to her
memory; and a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family and to the local
paper for publication.
Mrs. Lydia H. Farwell,
A. J. Parsons,
Alma Parsons,

Committee

on

Resolutions.

Life is too short to waste
you can’t

Home

•Yes, sir;

three/

we

times before we
don Answers.

minutes ago.

always try it three
gives it uj».’ Lon-

of shingles
in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.
MILTON B. HILLS
Tel. 205

^
HAND MADE

Prices

$1, $2 and $3

Cal) and see them at the Journal office

AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

I-_-J

I W L. COOK
Undertaker

Low prices if taken at once.
FRED T. CHASE,
43tf
25 Main Street, Belfast

Georgia A. Davis
80 MAIN STREET

License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

9 to 11 o’clock A. M.

CATARRH

■^S"cAN-r

1

,l“J-\
\
r^.*4hrTw

\1 q The ngh‘«roedy

Tel. 61-3

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that wc
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,'
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Eelfast, Me.
tf47

are
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The Circlet it more than a Brassier*. It’a

Stlf-Adjmtinf, aid simply slips orer
the head, clasps at the waist aid aiderarm, aid smooth* eat agly liaes.

if your doalor can 'f got it. send actual
butt moaauro. nemo, addrooo and
SI.OO.Wo-ll sand the Circlet propaid. Sizoo 34 to 48.

Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120 East 16th St., New York. Dep't M.

WANTED
Second

netallfcV^^

Box

r
years known as Best. L Jest. Always Rt^ahsC

SOlDBYDRUGGSIS^w-onnW

FOR SALE
Low price
on it

second

nand

parloi

kitchen stoves,

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

Hand

Ki.ihen

Kange

State price first letter.

h Fills In Red *nd Void
R boxes, sealed with Blu« Rlbboo.

185,

Belfast, Maine

Dr. A, M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

At 72 Main Stieet. Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
Insurance

FOR SALE

'

Made of Chinese grass linen, also
voile and net, and trimmed with
real lace. Cuffs or front to match
if desired.

ORRIN J. DICKEY

Two Show Cases

Belfast

Monday, Wednesday and.Friday.

Collars

ON SALMOND STREET.
modern improvements and garage.
My address is No. 88 Highland Avenue,
Gardiner, Me. Can be in Belfast any SatJ- F. SYLVESTER.
urday p. m.

effi-

a tun line

House for Sale
All

Furnishing Co.,

an

THE PIONEER CHIROPRACTOR

We have

be.

refused to eat

your time over an old stove that
and that has to be coaxed to do its work.

on

SHINGLES -Results Count-

How loved, how honored once, avails
thee not,
To whom related, or by whom begot;
A heap of dust alone remains of thee.
'Tls all thou art, and all the proud shall

Stranger.”

depend

Isn’t it about time you traded your old range for
cient Modern Glen wood9 Ask us for particulars.
Glenwood Ranges “Muko Cooking Easy. **

verse:

They, too, vanished—taking with
them the secret of the identity of the
woman whose history ami personality
is forever hidden from the world beFemale
“The
words
three
hind

a day, 1000 meals a year, you actually
months of working days at your range

from January to January.

see

the face which he had kept hidden
from the world, he himself prepared
the body for burial, sealed the lid of
the coffin, and. after attending the
funeral and ordering the headstone
with the strange inscription, disap-

old range

an

three meals

COOKING
spend three solid

As the weeks of scorching hot
weather progressed, however, the man
began to wilt under the constant strain
of watching beside the bed, nnd finally
agreed to permit two of the guests
in the Inn to help him—but only after
they had taken an oath that nothing
they might learn would ever he
divulged, an oath which was kept as
s u red trust.
a
During the ten weeks which follows.! the woman’s arrival In Alexandria, she grew steadily worse, anil at
last, at dawn on Oetober 4, her husband announced that she had died.

Novel Shooting Feat.
An interesting experiment In freak
rifle shooting was described recently
by an English officer. "I have fired an
ordinary wax candle through four
deal hoards placed a foot apart,” he
said, “t used six inches of wax candle
—a parade, ror instance.
and thirty-three grains of powder with
And citizens are free to work wherever
they can find employment that suits the usual wads. The shot was removed
them, as long as they meet requirements,
oy cutting off the top half-inch of the
or to quit work that they do not like.
;ase, and a candle weighing one and
Because they are, it is not and cannot be,
I fired
s quarter ounces was inserted.
the tight or privilege of any person; or
at a range of about five yards. Eacli
to
or
of
authority
any
persons,
group
There were
was perforated.
compel any to work where they do not plank
plenty of pieces of dry wax on all the
want to work, or to prevent them from
When fired
working where they do want to earn their boards, hut the first.
living and the opportunity is offered.
against planks placed immediately hack
These examples of the limitations of ! to back, tile candle went through the
freedom, of personal liberty, m ght be
first and was brought up by the solid
multiplied many times, but even these weight of wood of the other three.”
to
the
an
with
few are presented
apology
Major Hnrdcastle added that a certain
many to whom they are so familiar, so
gamekeeper won many bets by shootmuch matters of course, that they may
ing candles through a spade.
wonder a little, at the first thought, why
we have presented them at all.
The reason, which is likely to come to
Three Times and Cut.
mind of all who wondered at first, is that
do you mean tn say
Diner—Waiter,
there are always some who believe, out of
fish I ordered?
is
the
this
ignorance, or have been misled to believe
Waiter—Yes. sir.
tfiat liberty is the equivalent of license.
“Well, it looks like the same fish
Albany (N, Y.) Journal.
that tlie gentleman at the next table

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Don’t grow old with

Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

iPhone

316-3

For Sale
One bay horse,'weighing 1200 pounds.
Also some fresh cows. Also a aet ;of
double harnesses and horse aled.
GAY HOLMES,
Tel. 75-21
Waldo, Maine.

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame bouse. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
oflice. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf45
Hayford Block. Belfast, Me.

AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING
Auto tops,'Curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

^

Room

to

Let

All modern conveniences—
front corner

room.

Apply

The Journal Office.

to

i just

MONWOE
One of the most notable event*
in
held here was the reception tendered
Town Hall laat Wednesday evening to
Alice 14. Palmer, president of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine, by her borne
a
lodge Loyal No. 92 of Monroe. It was
grand auccesi in every way, with a notable attendance of prominent members of
The
the order from a I over the slate
ball was hand omely decorated in pink
and green, with a bank of evergreens
Invita ion*
back of the receiving line.
were sent to all present and past assembly officers, the present grand 'odge officers
and to every Maine Rebekah lodge, the
Those in the
reapooae was most general.
rec< iving line were .ishered to their places
by Emms R. Haley, m <rshal, and Evelyn
Currier, conductor, of he Rebekah Assembly, to the strains of a march by McIn the line were:
Keen's orchestra.
Alice M Palmer, president; Fred A Millet, grand master; Margaret B. Peabody,
vice president; Elizabeth F. Foster, warden; Grace E Walton, secretary; Evelyn
A. Frost, i). D. president; Lucy Agnes
Burton, junior past president; Samuel A.
grand representative; Isabel
Adams,
GFnn, chaplain; Emma R Haley, marshall; Evelyn Currer, conductor; Eva
A. Russell, inside guardian; Albertina
G. of Loyal Lodge and
N.
Palmer
the
past assembly prasideots, Sarah
Adams, Sarah
A. Henley Annie K.

Cook, France* C. Homer, Virginia
Holbrook, Elizbeth Ricker, Florence M.
Martin, Julia E. Marley, Inez S. ^ ros
'by, Eva L. Fassett, and Susie White,
The ushers were the past noble
P. N G
grands of Loyal Lodge. Entertainment
numbers were solos by Mona Burgess and
Mrs. Evelyn Frost, both of Belfast, and
made
by the orchestra. Addresses were
by F. A. Millett, G. M ; Margaret B Peabody. V. P.; Elizabeth F. Foster, warden
and the new president. Presentations to
O.

the

president

were

theji

received two $5 gold
home

ioage,

picscuicu

in

a

Little Heart to Heart Talk from W. J. Clifford Rev. B. M. Bridges
to the Patrons of The Colonial Theatre.
Gives Facts in

I

His Case

HELLO FOLKS:
In the nearly twenty years that I have b^en catering to the Amusement Loving
I have always found
public of our City with its 100 per cent American Populition,
whether it
that they hive demanded the BEST thst could be had, it mattered lot
what not.
They wanted the best. For this reawas Mu«ic, Theatricals, Sports, or
best movies that the mar
! son> the management of the Co onial has booked the very
ket'can produce, as s eareful examination of the program for the month of NovemI could buy pictures very much cheaper, at from 55 00 to $7 5b per
ber will prove.
When 1 tell you that some of
but wouid my patrons be satisfied with them?
day,
1
they are the goods.
our’ pictures cost us around fifty dollars a day, vou know that
is a fact, and anyone who wants to take the trouble to come over to the Co
1'his
!

lonial any time can have this proven to their satisfaction.
it wes bet1 have always had the idea that if you had anything to tell the pul lie
and for this reaj ter t0 |ay all your cards right on the table and tell them the truth,has
operated since
; son I am telling you that for the eleven weeks that this theatre
I the first of August it lost over 5700. Now. in order for roe to keep up the class of
1 amusement that I have booked, I find that 1 have got toadvance the price, but in so
s
.all a way that you will not feel it.
Therefore, our pri e commencing with Monday, November 6, will be as follows:
Matinees, 10c, 20c, 25c; Evenings, 10c, 25c, 30c, for all programs, except specials,
when the prices will be 10c, 25, 35c.
s
the same, and
By this scale you will notice that 1 have kept the children prices
I know that if you will compare our prices with other cities of the same population
and giving the same high class shows you will find that we are way below them in
Pri

you know that when you come to the Colonial you are sure of Safety, as we do
not have boys to operate our machines; that you hear miitjc that fits the picture,
played by Musicians that are Musicians; <that you are assured of courteousnstreatthat
ment, and that the management is always ready to listeu to any auggesti
will tend to make you more comfortable
We have alwaya tried to give the public Environment, Refinement, a Clean
Theatre, Ventilation and Comfort, and I feel that after you have read this carefully
and given it your honest consideration, you will help me to try to put this Theatre
on the right aide of the ledger.

Sincerely Yours,
W. J. CLIFFORD.

half dozen silver teaspoons from members
of her district presented by Evelyn Frost;
J5 in gold from the degree staff, and $5 in
gold from the Loyal Sewing Club, presented by Abbie Jewett, P. J N. G and
$5 in gold from the appointed officers, presented by Emma R. Haley Refreshments
Music was furand dancing followed.
nished during the evening by McKeen’s
orchestra of Pelfast. Thursday morning
Mrs. Palmer gave a luncheon to 20 of the
ladies which was a very pretty and happy
affair. Her guests were Margaret Peabodv, Elizabeth Foster, Eva Russell, Evelyn Cunier, Sarah A Henley, Sarah O
Cook, Frances Homer, Virginia Holbrook, Ij
Bassett, Inez
Florence Martin, Clara
Crosby Julia Marley, Eva L. Fassett,
Ora
Mrs. Otis Roberts, Elizabeth Ricker,
Moody, Mrs. Annie Fernald, Isabel Ginn
event
At this
Theodore Roberts and
and Mrs. Emma Haley.
was
presented an elec
Mrs. Palmer
Paramount Picture
of
a
sum
money
I
trie toaster and grill and
the
by the guests, Frances Homer making
Cast In “The Old
Great
and
presentation; also a thermos bottleMrs
electric toaster from the family.
Homestead”
Palmer was born and always resided in
the
from
graduating
After
Monroe.
Iheod re Roberts and George Fawcett
schools of Monroe she was a successful
1893 she
In
Head Roster of All-Star Player®
years.
several
for
teacher
A. Palmer,
was united in marriage to G.
The phrase “all star” has been much
Monroe,
they
a successful merchant of
the cast of "The Old Homewho after abused, but
have one sou, Fred F. Pahner,
the Colonial
which
comes to
business stear*'
graduating from Hebron and
Tues
may
and
busine?« theatre
Mon
next
j
college, has been associated in
Mrs Palmer a•*«*<* truthfully be said to be of that calibre.
with his father.
“' "** I“*tl
Theodore Roberts, George Fawcett, T.
Loval Rebekah Lodge wh» ;
Roy Barnes, Fri'zi Ridgway, Harrison
S-- a«ved “
tuted in 1899
I
as Vice Grand
Ford, Kathleen O’Connor, James Mason,
for aev-'-i: jears, then
“a -soble Grand is its present Degree Ethel Wales and others make up a list
District that is hard to surpass.
Mistress, and also served as
17. Mrs.
This Paramount picture is based on
Deputy President of District No.
famous play in
Palmer nas always been loyal to her lodge Denman Thompson’s
Hardly a home which that celebrated actor appeared for
and done efficient work.
death
in this vicinity where sickness or
kindhas entered but has known of her
The News of Belfast
a member
ness and sympathy. She is also
of Archonia Chapter, O. E. S Dixmont,
one |
Marian SUckpole and Drusilla Roderand has served as W orthy Matron,
when very ick entertained six little friends at a
joined Morning Light G ange for
several
Hallowe’en party at the Roderick home
young, served as secretary
the degree last Tuesday evening. Games were playon
years, and was lecturer
The guests
W. Ked and refreshments served.
staff, and is also prominent in the
Ruth Foster,
C. and Waldo County Veterans’ Associa- were Katherine Pineo,
Arlina
Mrs. Palmer has been associated Charlotte Cooper, Ruth Thomas,
tion
last Parker, Etbne Wooster.
with her husband in tu.iness in tne
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Keene an15 years and is assistant postmistress.
the
nounce the engagement of their daughShe has many friends throughout
new
this
Otate who wish her success in
ter, Gladys Viola, to Clinton E., only
field of work.
child of Ernest and Rosamond Cramer of
Washington. Miss Gladys is a graduate
The Unitarian Woman’s Alliance held of the B. H. S., ’22, and is teaching
afterMonday
lhe marriage
business
meeting
a special
school in Washington.
voted to will take place in June.
noon in their church par.or and
meet during the winter in the North
A Hallowe’en supper and social for the
church parlors and cordially invited all
held last Tuesday
was
members of the Guild to unite with them. Baptist parish
evening in the vestry with a large atunder the direction of the soMrs Leroy Staples of Brooks.is passing tendance,
cial committee of the church, Miss Della
few weeks with her parents, Mr. and
a
Knowlton, chairman. The vestry and
Mrs. Charles Patterson of Thorndike.
tables were very attractively decorated
with Hallowe’en colors and a fine supper
Barits
salad,
of baked beans, brown bread,
Roots
doughnuts, pie, cheese and coffee werd
icS
Een
served.
A social evening was enjoyee
with an appropriate program and games.
gCjh T9 physicians present** for ailliver
ments ot tiie bioo-i, si >i:: ich,
The alliance and Guild Unite.
and kulnevs are combmed m Hood t
The North church Guild held their annual meeting in the church parlors MonSa-tsapariliu,—
Ma*v’raka
day evening when most encouraging reSarsE.ja-illa
D?n-’=!ion
ports were submitted by the retiring offiYellow Dock
Stillingia
cers.
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore of the nomUva Ursi
Fips'.ssewa
Blue Flag
inating com nitte submitted the list of
J.iri e' Eerries,
officers which was unanimously elected:
Guaiac
V/.IJ Cherry
Gentian
Pres., Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman; vice
pres., Mrs. W. J. Dorman; sec., Miss
and other excellent tonic* thus makof all
Carrie Newcomb; treas., Mrs. T. E. Bowing one of the most successful
ker. The Guild voted to hold meetings
medicines. Get only iloud s.
during the winter in the church parlors
and invite all members of the Unitarian
Alliance to unite with them.
A *500 Reward offered. Mr*. J. C.
Durham has received an appeal from P.
J. Ralph of 33 Charter Oak Place, HartNo. 1 Eastern hay for *20 00
ford, Conn., to assist in the search of his
Call
Also dry hard wood.
from
Straw SIS.
son, Uratton Ralph, who ran away
or phone at once 117-11.
school Sept. 8th. He is 14 years old, 4
G. L. SLIPP,
2w44*
feet and 10 inches tall, weighs about 100
pounds, has blue eyes, light hair, the
or womED—men
WANT
DEMONSTRATORS
nail on his index finger of the left hand
Our representatives earn *S0 to *75 per
an
He wore a gray-tan suit,
inter- is injured.
week. Brand new article with unuaual
Year stripped waist, black stockings, white
aat appeal and with no competition.
Act at
sneaks, blue and orange jazz cap. If
round eeller. Everybody need* one.
please hold and wire his father.
once. Sand *2 tor complete demonstrating found,
outfit dolivored prepaid. If not eatiefied. your A note from his sister says: "Plesse, oh!
Don t deley Write
money returned promptly.
please do what you can for us. Papa is
TODAY. CONSTANT HEAT PACK COR- very ill over the matter and the doctor
Y.
N.
Albany.
PORATION. 748 Broadway,
gives us no hope of his recovery unless
Grattan is found.”

Ridgway

MUKK1LL.

Flora Murch, R. N., is stopping for a
few days in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Weatcott of Blue Hil
were in town last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott and two sons of
Brewer were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Delbert Paul.
Mr. George Edmunds carried down anHave your (utters cleaned end protect
other load of over 20 people to the Methyour roof.
odist church last Sunday evening.
QEORGfc DUNBAR,
Belfast, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Sawyer and daughter of Augusta paaaed Sunday with her
mother and siater, Mrs. Lottie and Mias
Flora Murch.
The Ladies’ Aid met at the parsonage
end will
I bevo for sole letter plates
afternoon, a goodly number being
Friday
notice.
ehort
at
door
put them on your
Refreshments of home-made
present.
n«t«~n
candy, cocoa and delicioua cakes.
The village school gives a box social
Charles Street, Belfast.
j w44#
and entertainment at grange hall Friday
evening, Nov. 3. Ten cents admission
for those not providing boxes.
The funeral of Mr. Robie Meservie waa
AdracUve VSlate Itone war Belfast held at the church Sunday afternoon,
Oct. 29, Mrs. Nathan Hunt officiating.
Several acre# land and vent ispl**MDJ
The bearers were Herman Merriam, Ed
offered
it
location. For quick sale
win Sheldon, Arthur Hatch and Ernest
Inquire.
at a decided sacrifice.
v
Bowen.
Office.
Journal
A B. C„ care

SALE

in.stock

Maine Power

Centra!

on

your part, to

Company

AUGUSTA, MAINE
COUPON
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
AL’GUsTA,
Please send

MAINE.
more

me

information about your
I understand I am

Company and its Preferred Stock.
under

no

Name.

obligations

to

buy.

.....

Street

R. F. D..

or

City

^

*

Town.

or

...

years, but is far more extensive in character anJ presents a great
drama with plenty of comedy and a

thirty-two

smashing climax.

Th* story Is familiar—how the son of
tjncle Josh is falsely accused of theft and
goes away to meet with stirring adventure, and finally to be restored to his home
But there is far more
and sweetheart.
There is adventthan that to the story.
ure. love, human character in abundance,
humor that is rich and spontaneous and
Tears
pa hos that is deep and convincing.

Shingle

Stain Oil

James Cruze directed with discretion
and sympathy, this great story which
and
was adapted ny Perley Poore Sheehan
Pr ink E.
Woods, scenar zed by Julien
and
supervised by Walter

can

Bankrupt’s Petition
ELLEN P.

RYArs.

Ellen P., widow of the late Capt. Geo.
F. Hyan, died abcut 6 o’clock Friday
afternoon at her home at East Belfast,
She had
near the upper bridge, so called.
been ill with acute indigestion which developed complications for which she had
natural tendencies. She was born in
Belfast, May 25, If42, the daughter of
Samuel and El za (Weed) Nladdocks, and
all her life was spent in the city to which
she was ever loyal.
Quiet and unassuming she made and held friendships of a
She never grew old in spirit
life time
and er joyed the society of the young as
well as those of her generation. She was
a member of the First Parish (L nitariar)
church and as long as her health permitShe was
ted was a regular attendant.
also a member of the Unitarian Woman’s
Alliance and also of the Aurora Rebekah
Her garden, always filled with
Lodge
the best of flowers, was her pride and she
gave liberally of them to her friends and
For
for the decorations of her church.
many years she was a member of the Altier only
liance decorating committee,
son, Capt. George Frank Ryan, Jr., was
lost at sea. Her two daughters, Miss
Lillian Ryan and Mrs. Lucie Ryan Nickerson, who have made their bdme with
her, survive to mourn the loss of one of
the dearest of mothers; also Miss Alice
Thorndike, who has made her home with
them, from a s nail child, and received a
mot :er’s pare and devotion. The funeral
was held at her late home Monday afterWilliam F.
noon at 2 o’clock with Rev.

Genuine Round Oak
Wood Heater

--

Woods.

for

Discharge.

In the matter of Charles
In «“nkraptcy.
E.
Btokrupi,
To the Hocorbble J' hn A Peters, Judge of the
District Court of the United State? for the
District of Maine.
Charles E. Cayting of Se-rsport, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, in 6*id District,
respectfully represents that on the 5th day of
July Us past, he wn ij'v adjudged bankrupt under the acts of Congress relatirg to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and hac
fully complied with all the rfquirements of
said ^gts and of the orders of the court touching his bankruptcy,
Wherefore, he prays that he may decreed by
the court to have a full discharge from ail
debts proyaole against his estate .under said
•bankrupt act?, except such deblo as are ex-

the First Federated church
The interment was in Grove
The bea era were Messrs.
cemete y.
James H. and Ralph H. Howes, M. A.
Pattershall and Charles W. Frederick.

Skerrye of
officiating.

NUKTHPOR r

—OR

are right.
ClariHeaters for wood only in 3
sizes, Round Oak Stoves in 4
sizes. All in stock and all new.

on

A.I), 1922
CHARLES E. CAYTING, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICtS THEREON,

$15.00 up

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss.
On this 28th day of October, A. D. 1922, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by ibe Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 8th day of December,A.
D. 1922, before the said court,at Bangor, in said
district. Northern Division, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and that notice thereof be published in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed in said district. Northern Division,
and th tall known creditors and othej persona

Come in and let

—

show you.

HUTCHINSON’S
STOVE STORE
BROOKS,

MAINE

further ordered by the court, that
sha.l send by mail to all known
creditora copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness tbe.Honorable John A. Peters. Judge
of the said court, and the seal thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Division, of said district,
on the 28th day of October. A. D. 1922.
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
[L.S]
Deputy Clerk. |
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Attest;
j1
Deputy Clerk’

NOTICE
date.

Belfast, Maine, Oct. 30, 1922.
GEORGE FRISBEE,

3.

Timken Axles

4

Spicer Universal Joints
Brown Lipe Transmission

Here is

I

Easy riding
Announcing the New Superior

vice and

6*"' Borg 3i Beck Clutch
7. Rayfield Catburetoc
8. Exide Battery.

Ignition

9.
10

Fedders Radiator—German Sil.
Gemmer

Steering Gear.

chance for you to buy a real car for
unreal one. A car with “some class.”
qualities. A car that will give you sera

an

one

Model

that you will be

You have

proud

never seen a car

to own.

advertised

at this low

CHEVROLET

price that compares with it. You had better investigate now and let us have your order at once.

More than ever before the
Chevrolet Motor Co. has again
emphasized its leadership in
this wonderful new model car
with no advance in price.

BAY VIEW GARAGE CO.

The new distinctive features
the 'beautiful body lines,
The curtains open with the
door. Vacuum tank in the rear.
New high hood crown panelled
tenders. One large glass m
rear curtain.
Large Raiator
drum type headlights.

CAMDEN, MAINE.

Telephone

131

are

,

By all means see this new car
(which will soon be here) before you buy a car at any price.

A.

W.

KNIGHT

MONROE, MAINE.
:

House

Lots

For Sale
Big

values in house lots. Five
minutes from postoffice.
Wood
or cleared land.
Fine garden
spots. Very cheap and terms if
desired. Good investments. Fine
view of Penobscot Bay. Don’t
miss them.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
2w44
Belfast, Maine.

3w44

LOST

Wood for Sale

Last week, s BOY’S SHEEP LINED
at the Grammar School building.
Finder please return to
WILLIAM WAY, Waldo Ave
it44*

OLD GROWTH HARD WvX)D, four
foot lcDgtb, or fitted for stove or fnrnace.
J. H. LORD,
Tel. 179-11
Belfast, Maine.

COAT,

Continental Red Seal Motor
Delco Starter and

the price of

And it is
the cleik

This is to forbid sll persons from fruiting anyone on my account, as I shall pay
no bills contracted by anyone after this

1.
2.

5.

granted.

D. Bowler has closed hia house here,

Harold Bowler.
Mrs. Nathan Vose, who has been visitI ing friends and relatives in Mass, for the
I past three weeks, returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Howard have reI turned from Maas., where they have been
viaiting relatives for the past two weeks.
Mrs. Thomas Thompson is in very poor
health. She is attended by Dr. Small.
Much sympathy is expressed for her, and
her four little girla. She was given a
shower on her birthday, Oct. 27th, com
sisting of cards, clothing etc. which wa|
very much appreciated.

us

in interest may appear at the said time and
place and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

day.
gone to Mass, to live with his son,

FIFTY DOLLARS, delivered in Camden, to anyone living in Knox, Waldo
or Lincoln Counties, on the Model
6-40 Moon, 5 pass. Touring Car.
The car with the ten proven points
and here they are:

FOR WOOD

Notice of Sale

|I andW.

—

prices that

at

l

For the next Sixty Days, begin- |
ning Nov. 1, 1922, we will make a
price ot TWELVE HUNDRED and

Pipeless Furnace

j

cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 27th day of September,

Frank Blunt, who, with his wife has
been visiting hia sisters, the Misses Blunt
of White Rock cottage, Northport, left
Have received notice that the price of the
last Saturday for Boston where they will
will be increased after
remain for several weeks before sailing leading magazines
November tenth.
Since
for their home in Preston, Cuba.
There are several very attractive offers
his discharge after long service in the
good until that time, date of subscription to
U S. Army, in which be was in the en- begin when you wish.
gineering corps, Mr. Blunt has been with
Will be glad to mail you a price list or you
the United Fruit Company and holds a
may telephone,
responsible position at its Preston planWhy not take advantage of these low prices
tation, where is situated the second lar- for Christmas tiifts?
world.
The
in
the
gest sugar factory
Telephone Miss Wren —172-2'
largest is also in Cuba, and the next in
MAUDE ELLIS BUSSE,
The Pressize are located in Honolulu.
ton plantation, named in honor of the
21 Union Street
president of the company, Andrew W.
Preston, employs some 18,000 men, a
little city of its own, and is located not
far from Santiago. Mr. Blunt before
Two and one-half acres of land, well
coming north made a round of the United
Fruit holdings, visiting Jamaica, Pana- located, with good orchard, good well of
miles
ma, Coata Rica, and Colombo, S. A., on water, good cellar to build on; 2 1-2
one of the Big White
Fleet, as the from Belfast at Head of Tioe, ao-called.
steamships of the United Fruit Co. are Will be sold to the highest bidder Nov.
25, 1922, at 1 o’clock p. m. All persona
called._
desiring to purchase said land can make
sealed bids that will be publicly opened at
NORTH MONTVILLE
Right is
my residence on said Nov. 25.
Mail
bids.
Harold Nutter attended the Teachers reserved to reject any or sll
sealed bids to RALPH L. RICHARDS,
"Convention in Bangor last week.
Admr. of the estate Ripley Whitcomb,
Mr. and Mra. Bert Vose from Knox,
Charles St, Belfast, Me.
2w44*
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlea Colby, Sun:

$1470 to $1250

CLARION

MAGAZINES

1

Moon
Automobile Dropsi

Coal is high and hard to get.
Winter is here. Why not buy a

\\Dry

Josephson

MRS.

Right "ow

make your own
Stain
by Mixing
Shingle
Ochre with this Oil.
You

and laughter abound.

_

FOR^

Just send in the coupon, without any obligation
learn more about this Company and its security.

(Ruberoid Products Approved by Underwriters.)

in tea

Company

We believe it. too.

Roofing
Ruberoid Strip
Shingles

5traw for Sale

“•*SJgaICHABDS,

has paid 64 consecutive dividends through a most trying period of business ups and downs,
that it will always be able to pay dividends.

Ruberoid

Fritei

invested.

money is

Thev believe, because the

Beaver Board

Early Cut H*y and

Letter Plates

They know how their

Pipe
Conductor Pipe
Eaves Trough
Engines
Saw R'gs

H^rbs

Gutter Cleaning

who live right here in
For the most part they are people
Maine,
and its co-operative policy.
who know the Company, its management

Galvanized

*ec£!??r5

Belfast.^

we carry

a

tors.

Tile Pipe

*7ho Cld Homestead*

by McDonald & Leach chimney patent
save
cleaner. Protect your home and
Prtce *2 50
fuel. Work eatisiactory.
GEORGE DUNBAR,
each.
Belfast, Maine

C
company is Central Maine Power ompany. On October
to 9080 conservative inves1st it paid its 64th consecutive dividend

Such

DoYou Know
that

for years.

paid dividends steadily

wonderfully."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggists.

^

Chimneys Cleaned

Eliminate chance from your investments by buying securities
issued bv companies that you know about-oompanies that have

statement follows:
"Tanlac has given me a good appetite,
toned up my system and renewed my
strength in such a gratifying wav that I
am
glad to recommend it to anyone who
is in a run-down condition. For ten years
past I have hid such a severe case of indigestion that I could not find anything
to eat that agreed with me
Finally, I
became very nervous and could get but
very little sleep or rest
"It seems tint I took nearly everything
trying to get myself right, but nothing
helped me until I run across lanlac. My
nerves are so much better now that my
sleep is sound and refreshing. I can say
from experience that Tanlac is a splendid
medicine and tonic, for it has built me up

order and she
->*<**.■

FROM INVESTING

ly known and beloved Baptist preacher,
residing at Mooresboro, N C., whose

pieces from her
ui

ELIMINATE CHANCE

there has ever been a
by so many minuter?
has Taolac
Indeed,
faith, creed or denomwhich
in
on*, or
ination in a:! the land
more, of the clergymen has not publicly
expressed their indebtedness to the Premier Preparation for the benefits they
have derived from its use
One of the latest to speak out in this
connection is Rev. B. M Bridges, a wide-

It is doubtfui If
medicine endorsed
of the Gospel as
there is scarcely a

Notice of First

Meeting of Creditors.

Id the District Court of the United Slate, for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
I
In the matter Allen R.
B,nkruptey.
*
D?er, Bankrupt,
To the Creditor* of Allen R. Dyer of |fontville, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, bankrupt:—
You are hereby notified that on the 23d day
of October, 1922, the said Allen R. Dyer
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held st
thefffice of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank
Building, in Belfast, in said District, on the
1st day of December, 1922, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, at which time and place the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may property
come before said meeting.
Bangor, Maine, October 27, 1922.
JOHN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

j

COALand

WOOD
Coal is high and scarce. W ood by
load it a gamble. Buy vour wood by
wood,

Fitted,

C. C. ROGERS,

Telephone after

6 p. m., 179-24.

Flood’s Restaurant
Everything

new, neat

and clean.

Home cooking

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apin
ted executrix of the last will and testa- ;
pc
meat of

CATHERINE BATTLES, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested te
make payment immediately,
LOUISA BATTLES FARNSWORTH.
Frankfort, lie., Oct 10.1922.
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that
appointed guardian of the

The

subscriber

he has Deen
estate of

duly

iw

co
get what you pay for.
Furnace pricea,
$10.00.
o.
$14.00. Delivered and C. O.

cord and

tastes 8°°“*

IT.
COME IN AND ENJOY

S. D. FLOOD,

101

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.

High Street
The

S3MK33 TMZ* *“d
taBALBERT SNOW,
Win‘"^'oBl
Waldo,of •»**

-

late of
D.
in the County of
th
haying demands against
decsssed sre desired to
>»d.b«d
settlement, and all
quested to make

Mine for

P***?Dtm,reto

srf *•"

the«rOy
psyment^^^ ^ SNO*-

Winterport. Me., Oct. 10.

-‘

WANTED

RAYMOND PERKINS’of Burnham,
the County of Waldo, andgi.en bonds as |
or nurs
directs. All persons having demands ;
law
the
A situation as housekeeper
against the estate of said ward are desired to |
of
inquire
particulars
tacKSON,
present the same for settlement and all in- j
MRS. L. B.JA
jiding,
debted thereto are requested to mpke payment
59 High Street.
Ms>«FRED A. MCALLISTER.
immediately.
J
(
Burnham, Me', Oct. 10, 1922.
in

<£>““£

I

Cecil Clay, B. H. Mudgett and Mr
Condon of Penobscot left Monday for
Pittaon Farms on a gunning trip.

OVERCOATS
We

Have ’Em

1

!

Big burly fellows with plaid linings for the
man that wants warmth and style combined. A great variety of patterns and a
Full belted, half
wide range of prices.
belted and plain backs, you will find them

I

Good clothes do net make the man, but
clothes may unmake him.

Our fall line of SU1 TINGS is second to
We have the right goods, we quote
none.
shade fabrics are
your inspection. You can look
man you want to be if you will.

DAVIS

October left us like a lamb, but has a
record of the lion type
November arrived with s very delightful air Wednes-

day.

new advertisements

ELEOTRI COAL
Tu>o complete Ranges in
compact form:

|

Here’s hoping.

J

The Hospital Aid and Club will meet at

one

THE ELECTRIC RANGE
includes an electric oven
or fireless cooker, a broiler and three cooking discs,
all operated from the
switches in front.

With your feet snugly tucked in a pair of warm
“Ball-Band” Arctics, you will not suffer in the

weather,
“Ball-Band Arctics

severest

are lined with heavy wool,
and are strongly made to stand hard wear. They
also protect your shoes from being soaked and
ruined. Come in and supply your needs from
our “Ball-Band” stock.

*

THE COAL'RANGE contains all the new Magee
features, oven heated on
five sides—four holes for
cooking, etc,— there is an
electric attachment for all

Magee Ranges.

|

here for
like the

BELFA3T, MAINE
The News ot Belfast

and Warm in Snow,
Slush, or Zero Weather

William II Hall, who is recovering
from the effects pf a severe case of pneumonia, had an ill turn that confined him
i to his room the past week. With Mrs.
Hall, their son William H Jr and Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, he motored to
Kumford or a short visit with their sis
ter, Miss Grace H Hall, now with the
The trip over
Kumford Public Library.
He is now rapidly
taxed hia strength.
i

BERT L.

'

tiny pumpkin pic.

scriplions.

;

right price.
new

Snug

|

poor

The

lion,

a

%

On th third page in this issue will be
found an item zed statement of the WillI iam G Crosby High School Fund, com
piled by Mayor C. W. \\ escott, one of
Th-re is a full IisL of the
the trustees.
subscriptions paid to date, a list of the
amounts pledged but not paid; also a full
e-statement of how the funds are invested,
the total amount to date and other items
of interest.
It is hoped that others may
| add their names to the list of paid sub-

all here.

the

MAGEE

Mrs. Herbert L Saekins, assisted by
Mrs
Z-nas I'. Hartshorn, entertained
their whist club last Thursday afternoon.
A Hallowe’en luncheon was served at I
o'clock, the tables bearing otiginal place
cards, favors and appropriate decorations.
The hours, were spent with auction, Miss Florence E Dunton winning
l he first prize, a pack of cards and Miss
Amy E. Stoddard receiving the consols-

ON DISPLAY-The above
range is now on display in
our stove department and
we invite you in for a
demonstration of this wonderful range.

improving.
In a personal note from 37 Raymond
avenue, West Somerville, Mass., Mrs.
Edith L. Drury of Belfast, wishes The
Journal to say that she apprecia-es the
kindness of her home friends in remembering her with a post c ir,i show* r during her illness in the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston. Although she has left
the hospital she is not able to thank
'hem personally. She also says that her
son, Loyal A. Drury, is with her for a
few days’ visit from Greenwich, Conn.

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, chairman of the
sale. 2 o’clock tomorrow, Friday, afternoon,
Orrin J. Dickey has house lots for
the home of Mrs. Cecil Clay to sew relief committee of the Waldo County
notice in regard ’at
Frisbee
gives
! Chapter of the Red Cross, makes an ap
George
and make plans for the winter’s work.
to pavment or bills.
\ peal to all who can possibly assist to send
farm
for
offers
M. A. Cook, ph itographer, who moved clothing to the refugees in the Near East.
C. D. Conner, Unity,
here fro .i Searsport some time ago ana. Warm clothing of all kinds and in good
sale.
repair is greatly needed by the sulferers,
The Home Furnishing Co. advertises j bought the Hall photogriphic studio, has
on disof Clarence E. Gurney his resi- particularly women and children. The
Coal
bought
Range
Electric
[
Magee
the
dence on Bay View street, better known | clothing may be left at the residence of
play at their store.
If
I Mrs. Ess e P. Carle, 39 Cedar street.
as the Bir I house.
service
advertises
Co.
Trnst
The Waldo
that is not possible, please notify Mrs.
at bank.
The local Red Cross ask for volunteer Hazeltine, Tel. 225-12.
I workers to assist in the annual drive,
Will Thayer advertises clocks.
l’nmrose Chapter, O. E. B., will have
Tuttle’s Store advertises Ball Band I1 which begins'Nov. 11th. As many as its annual inspection Friday evening,
are
asked to oiler iheir assist
Ball
possible
The automatic light on Steel’s Ledge>
and
other
winter
for
wear,
Nov. 3rd, under the direction of the Slate
Arctics
P. Carle beance and report to Mrs. E.
I
Grand Matron, Mrs. Millward Patten of better known as the Monument, lias been
Band goods.
j fore next Monday.
Brunswick.
Lone Star Ctiapter of Islea- cut of commission for several days.
Edwin S. Bowker advertises Globe
Mrs Eugene L Ste\ens b is rec :i ved a
In a recent home letter Frank W. toroand Rosewood Chapter of Searsmont
Laundry service of Portland.
check for the Waldo County flospital
i'iie degree wil
as I
Twombly of Cincinnati, Ohio, says of will he special guests,
Mrs. L. B. Jackson wants situation
The fund from Hon. James P. Taliaferro of
upon lour candidates.
I Belfast people: "I was in Dayton, Ohio, he couferredcommittee
housekeeper or nurse.
will be the present Jacksonville, Fla
decorating
last
week
and
saw “Bert” (Capt
Albert
I
install
to
advertises
Ralph Richards
of the
The Belfast Spiritualist Society will
W ) Stevens, for a few minutes before he officers of Primrose; tiie chairman
letter plates.
reception comnntte will be Past Matron have a public seance in Memorial Hall
! took the train for Boston where he was
Davis Sample Shop advertises closing l to deliver a lecture before the Boston Mrs. Elmer Small. A banquet will be Sunday at 7 30 p m with Mrs Laura
Mrs. Carrie E. Sylout siie.
Russell of Bangor message bear r. The
He is coming down to see us served at o.30 with
j City C ub.
public is cordially invited to atten I.
McMahan’s Bootery offers Flexible
Another in- vester chairman of the committee.
as soon as he returns.

You Know and We Know That

[

TUTTLE'S, Lower Main Street

]

Is the

place

to buy these

goods
Drastic cut of $50

Monday and Tuesday
Nov. 6-7
matinee
EVENING

George Dunbar advertises to do chim
ney and gutter cleaning.
Bank
The receivers of Belfast Savings
publishes notice to investors.

the
The Dinsmore Store advertises
Dorothy Dodd shoes.
sale of
Fred D. Jones advertises special
Wear-Ever Aluminum utensils.
Wood’s Market advertises Campbell’s
raisins, etc.
The Colonial Theatre publishes picture

soup,

program.
Wm. Way advertises coat lost.
Yjtsus C. Young offers farming tools
for w le.
Ste adv. of village home for sale.
Ralph L. Richards advertises for sealed
bids on property of late Ripley Whitcomb.
B O. Norton advertises Ford

cars

and

quotes prices on same.
See advt. of fur robe lost.
G. L. Slipp offers hay for sale.
The Centr l Maine Power Co. advertises preferred stock.

Journal

Publishing

The Republican
Jell.Company has lysed the Miles S.
street next to the
son building on lligh
They will move The
City Buildiug.
Journal office there as soon as tie nee
cessary changes can be made.
Miss Georgie E. Hall, who has been
conducting a children and youths clothing and specialty store for several years
in the Journal block, so called, on Church
street, has rented the store in the ColoShe will
nial block on Phoenix Row.
move there as soon as the Davis Sampie
Shop have closed out their business, as
advertised.
The committee of Hazeltine Post’s Armistice concert and ball, which takes
place n the Armory Friday evening,

Kov 10th, are arranging a pleasing proThe committee includes Comgram
mander J. Earl Braley, Past Commander
Ralph A. Bramhall, Russell Carter, Chas
Decrow, Frank Libby, Frank McRae and
Harold Ladd.

Waldo county Hospital Notes.
Justin Thomas of Palermo, who has been
critically ill with typhoid fever at the
hospital, is gradually gaining and his reMrs. George Sancovery is assured
born, who underwent a very critical op-

eration about three weeks ago, will return to her home in this city the last of
the week
Ralph, the three and onehalf years old son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Thomas of this city, was opera ed upon
last Thursday for gangrenous appendicitis and is doing well
Lawrence Grotton of this city was admitted last Friday
as a medical patient.
Augustus Dea
a medical patient returned to his ho ne in

Lincolnville last Thursday.J. G.
Aborn, accident patient, is now looking

to return home in

a

short time.

Shea
teresting thing is that Thomas E
was playing here in Cincinnati it Keith’s
Theatre recently and we went in without knowing he was to be on the proIt warn a real pleasure to see him
gram.
again. His sketch is a very line one.
He uses pirts of the old plays that J used
to see him in at home. Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde, Cardinal Richelieu and I’he Bells.
Mrs. Shea was w th him here.
The Trinity Reformed Church Ladies’
Aid met last Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Arthur E. Stantial, Searsport avenue. It
W3s voted not to sew oh any commercial
work until after Christmas. The meetings will be held as usual, but the members will bring their own work. The
men joined the ladies at a picnic supper
and all remained until about ten o’clock,
At
A very pleasant session is reported.
the previous meeting helJ 'with Mrs.
the
ofWilliam Vaughan. Jr.,
following
ficers were elected for the ensuing year:
Mrs.
A.
K
Fletcher; vice
President,
president, Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr.;
secretary, Mrs. Arthur E. Stantial; treasurer, Mrs. Charles II Patterson; purchasing committee. Mrs. Frank L. Towle and
Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr.

10c-25c-35c

....

About fifty from the Belfast Chamber
of Commerce went to Knox last Thursday
even ng for one of th ir series of city
county get-togethers and all report one of
the best times of their many good ones.
The supper has since been a delightful
topic of conversation with the men and
the enthusiasm wiih which they relate
the menu consisting of cold chicken,
roast pork, hot potatoes, hot gravy, relislies, hot rolls, p istry of ali Kinds, coffee,
etc., indicate more than the mere words
used.
They had two servings, one at 6
and another at 11 o’clock, the last exactly as good as the first, “and that is
going some for any committee,” one
member remarked the next morn ng
According to a number of the men Presi
dent Rilph H. Howes made an excellent
toastmaster at the program following the
He has the interests of the
supper.
Chamber very much at heart and works
Rev. William F
Skerrye made
for it.
his first trip with the men and was more
than enthusiastic over the community
singing in which all took part in o'd-time
as well as new songs, with accompani
Mr. Skermerit by McKeen’s orchestra.
rye also recognized the business end 61
the visits and predicted encouraging re
He is
suits for the county and the city.
a
delightful after dinner speaker and a
man who is very welcome in civic as
welt as in church circles. Morris L Slugg
in a serious business fashion of
talke
the pleasure ai d profits already accruing
BertL. Davis gave some
from the trips
of his characteristic songs and a few of
his witty stories. He is always welcomed
A dance with music by
on the program.
McKeen's orchestra closed the program.
The rough windy weather made the auto
to and from Knox anything but

trip
pieasant.

»

“Wear-Ever”
Aluminum Utensils
%

Speoial Sale and Demonstration
Commencing Monday, Nov. 6,
for One Week
Miss Beatrice Gotham,
of “Wear-Ever Aluminum. Change of program each day. Come in
and see the difference, feel the difference and
know the difference between “Wear-Ever” and
In

charge of an instructor,
specially trained in the use

the cheaper grades of aluminum.
“WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND"

FRED" D. JONES, Belfast, Me.

Armory

!

No trace h3s been found of the thieves
who broke into the apartment in Allston,
Mass., occupied by four Belfast young
women, Misses Clara B. Keating, Helen
Kittredge, Katherine Brown and Dorothy
Drinkwater. The break was between 8
and y o’clock Monday evening, Oct 23rd,
when Miss Kittredge was out and the
others were calling on friends in the
About S2G in money was
same building.
; taken and all lost more or less
clothing.
i
Miss Keating was the heaviest ioser as
they took her two coats, her fur and a
Miss Brown
new Canton crepe dress.
also lost a new suit, a sweater, a fur and
other articles. The thieves evidently did
not need jewelry as they left what was
in easy reach.
Admiral William V. Pratt of Belfast,
now connected with Naval affairs in
Washington, D. C., in a Navy day address before the Portland Rotary club
Friday said that no class of men realize
more clearly the relations existing between

sea

power

and

world power, or

willing to subordinate purely
naval aims to the country’s wishes, than
naval men.
“But," he added, “until

are

more

that time comes when the ideals for
which our country stands are world
ideala, until international frictions cease,
until moral suasion by its owu sanction
and the law is self-enforcing, this country can no more afford to allow its naval
force to fall belo-v the ratios lixed and to
disintegrate as did its stately clipper
ships, than can a great city afford to give
up its guardians of the law."
The Red Cross roll call as previously
announced begins on Nov. 11th. We
earnestly hope that membership in this
organization has become uch a well established habit that all former members
will unquesiiouingly reenlist in this great
army uedicated to the service of all mankind; and that many new recruits may
join the ranks this month. Wherever
possible take out memberships for every
Some phase
member of the household.
of the work is sure to touch a responsive
chord in every heart. There is service
for the disabled veterans and their families, there is the public health nursing
and education and relief work wherever
special disaster makes special need. Just
now the starving, homeless refugees of
the near east are claiming the particular
sympathy of the world and tor them the
Red Cross is working with heart and brain.
Will you help? Membership fees are $1
each, and every dollar counts.
SaturWas the Game Forfeited?
day afternoon three boys, Norman Danforth, Francis Hayes and Louis Dickey,
pupils in the McLellan school, called at
The Journal office with what seemed to
them a serious complaint against the foot
ball team of the Peirce school. It seems
that the teams of the ;two schools had
been practicing for some time and the
lame was scheduled for Saturday afternoon, but when the Peirce team arrived
on the McLellan iieldthey refused to play,

saying their opponents were larger boys.
This these three indignant little lads
emphatically denied and wanted their
opponents advertised as “squealers” in
the hopes that they would come to time
with the game. The Peirce school boys
evidently have their defence and The
Journal will gladly print what they may
As the three boys left
want to say.
they said: “If they are mad about this
just send them to is; we will look after
that.”

Harrison Ford,
Fritzi Ridgway
HiunriD ev

Jim

T'HE best loved
of all Ameriplays, the
greatest heartever
p i c t u re

can
*

**

1 his

the Season for

is

madej

Ct &\mnnount

Thursday, November 2
PARAMOUNT
“Above All

Law”

FRED T. CHASE
Developing,and Printing

for Amateurs

Belfast, Maine

(Tel 34-11)

25 Alam Street

Friday, November 3
VIOLA DANA in
“JUNE MADNESS”
Saturday, November 4
BUCK JONES in

“WESTERN

SPEED”

FILL THE PEWS
FILL THE PEWS
The Rev. L. O. Williams

Mon.-Tues-, Nov. 6-7
PARAMOUNT
“The Old Homestead”
EUGENE O’BRIEN in
“JOHN SMITH”

Fill the pews!
Lift the slogan, let it ring,

Far and wide the message fling.
Let it wake in every ear
Notes compelling, sharp and clear
Like the bugle’s atirrin call—
Not a whisper gently stealing,
Not a far off echo pealing,
But a trumpet over all.
Fill the pews—
God’s own voice is in the news.

Fill the pews!
little, old and young,
Every color, every tongue—
Saint and sinner, rich and poor,
You who never came before

Big

and

Make the better purpose known.

Weak, unworthy, unrevering,
You who wander, doubting, fearing,

Let the noble self appearing
For delinquencies atone.
Fill the pews—
God’s own heart is.in the news.
*

g^Hts Family Day
We have opened the church and taken up our work with renewed
Let every Universalist make an effort to come

interest and enthusiasm.

New Lot Of

PIPES
Just

arrived at
^

Our Sunday school has been reorganized with an
and do their part.
efficient corps of teachers. We hope every mother and father will aend
their children: the old-time custom of hsving to attend Sunday school the
same as the^day school, was certainly a good one, and Aere is need of it
today. A committee haa been appointed to take care of children in the
vestry, so the mothers can attend the service in the morning. Come and
help to make this year the most helpful and prosperous the church baa
Rev. William Vaughan, Pastor.
ever known.
Executive committee

D.F.Stepherson’s
Don’t
REST

CARD

forget the
ROOM.

was

Look for the large sign outside.

MAINE~

BELFAST,

George Fawcett
Roy Bernes,

T

Sample Shop

TUTTLE’S, LOWER MAIN ST.

and

Ford Sales and service
Hitezdori Roberts,

DAVIS’

The display back of the broken glass
It has
Warm Goods.
were Ball Band
been suggested by a customer that wears
these that the natural heat developed by
them may have caused the damage. Why
aot call and investigate?

starter

B. O. NORTON

Sale at

business.

427.00
430.00

dem. rims, $1,00.00 less.

Wednesday, November 8

To correct the rumor that a customer
thrown through the window at our
store last Friday we will say that tois is
Customers and visitors receive
false.
only courteous treatment at our place of

380’00

Open models, without

|

Goods must all be sold before Nov. 18, as store is to
be occupied by Miss Georgie
Hall on that date.

42000
595.00
660.00

*

....

or more

Closing Out

$450.00

....

....

Sedan
Truck Chassis
Ton Truck Chassis
Tractor

pret-

artistic than it did Tuesday
evening for the Hallowe’en affair, given
as a benefit to the Belfast Hand, J. Lee
Patterson, leader. The decorations were
designed by Mrs. Cecil Clay under whose
direction the benefit was given, and she
i also worked several days and late into
the evening in preparing and in placing
them. The hall was liter liy ablaze with
bright orange which was toned down
A wide borwith the appropriate black.
der in Hallowe’en effects covered the
front of the balcony, while black cats,
witches in all positions,-’Skeletons and
jack-’o-lanterns galore depended from it.
There was an endless amount of work in
the decorations on the centre lights consisting of a large ring suspended from the
centre circle with a network of black and
! orange filigre; while depending from this
was a
smaller ring holding in place a
basket effect of very narrow streamers
i of the same colors.
Ropes ot fine orange
and black paper streamers representing
moss were looped from the centre to the
four corners of the balcony. The stage !
; was a perfect paradise for black cats and
all the goblins that reign on Hallowe’en.
Quantities of Hallowe’en posters aaorned
the panels on the sides and in the rear.
Small evergreen trees were also used with
The
good effect on and near the stage
drop curtain was fringed with autumn
foliage mixed with paper moss. The front
of the stage again displayed the talent :
and thought of the decorator, with a
white picxet fence about four feet high
set in a network of small trees mixed
with large sprays of the American holly, j
To make the effect more real b'ack cats
were pacing the top of the fence and j
were in the act of exchanging not over
cordial compliments. Mrs. Clay had sold
in advance about 500 tickets to people
who bought gladly not only for the Band’s
benefit but in recognition of her untiring
endeavors. It should be classed among
the best of the many affairs as the Band’s
benefits. The prolonged applause of the
crowd’d hall indicated that the public
was delighted with the entire program.
Leroy Green’s cornet solo was rendered
with excellent effect and ha added anThe |
other link to his chain of successes.
music by McKeen’s orchestra pleased the
dancing public and ail the umbers to the
close were most enjoyable.
tier

Touring
Coupelet

Charles E Townsend, Belfast’s expert
scenic photographer, has recently made a
very beautiful picture of the city from
tne Umv rsalists had a very successful ; Searsport avenue, similar to the antique
and pleasant tune at their Hallowe'en P cture, the property of Mrs. Nornaan H.
Every seat was taken White, and 'or several days displayed in
supper and sale.
and there was an abundance of delicious Woodcock’s window. Mr. Townsend has
food collected by the supper committee, a so made a specialty of large pictures of
many of the c.ty stieets and avenues and
Mrs. Marshall O Knowlton as chairman.
Several ol the other churches were well window displays are being made of them
The decorations were most at the Poor drug store, Fred D. Jones and
represented.
at Woodcock’s.
appropriate and very attractive, being
the work of Mrs. Charles Bradbury and
The Band benefit Concert and
Mrs. Vannie C. Rackliff.
never looked
BALL
The

all Ford
our a!DELIVERED
BELFAST.

Runabout

Regardless of the fact that there were
four local social alfaiis last Thursday
evening, three of which were suppers,

A company has been forme! known as
the Waldo County Agricultural Lime Co.
for the purpose of pulverizing and marketing lime stone for farm use. t he company consists of O. W. Ripley, Montvitle,
president; A. L. Young, /uncolnville, vice
president; A. H. Miller, Lincolnville, secretary; A. S. Heal, Belfast, treasurer; L).
The
H. ileal, Lincolnville, executive.
power-w in place, the pulverizer is excomwill
pected daily and operations
mence as soon as the machinery can be
installed on tbe property of A. S. Heal in
The material lias been anLincolnville.
alyzed and proved ol high grade.

models. Order early as
lotment is limited.

ioc 2oc-25c

just

Arch shoes.

on

FOR SALE
I will be it

my

place Nov. 13, 1922, for

1 1-2 mile from Belmont Corner, commonly called Belmont Lower
Corner. 1 will sell my farming tools,
harnesses (single and double, light and

one

week,

heavy), double and single sleds, one heavjr
dump cart, and other things too numerAlso household goods.
ous to mention.
LEWIS E. YOUNG.
164 Montgomery Ave, Edgewood, R. L

Clocks and Clocks and Clocks
BIG BEN, LITTLE BEN, SLEEP METER,
BLUE BIRDS and AMERICAS, $1.19 to $2.98

-WILL* THAYER
-DEALER IN-

-3* Watches-

Jewelry, Diamonds
t>ELEAST,

and

MAINE

Silver Waret#-

What ia

Dumb Ammo!',
NEW BOOK, 300 p»ix.. an vs
■ad treat mart at Dune As>-> >—■
a ■»
Hon—. Cattle, Sheep. I
Poultry, with Hotnphrfya* Vatai'nary

taxes

are

the situation
you

paying

in

today? What
city, state or

nMion? What prospect are you seeing of
their redo tion?

Do you not notice that every atp rant
for office who poses as a friend of the

peop e ■rants to increase taxes? Our own
Medicines, mailed free.
mayor baa urg'd a larger income tax in
Massachusetts. And, it is fair to say,
IX Fir Freer*, .'njetlsr sad Mtsrc-*-?«
that t eae farger taxes must come if we
II Far Diseases af Htt Isamu at Ugx-.e.<g
And the tax
are to spend the money
C C For Biseries d the loti
that you pay Vorcty. if you are a rich
II Far W-ww hstitti
man, wi.l be finding lodgment*Tuesdsy
U. Far diseases at tte lit P-.sirps
on the building
which you rent to ibe
F.F Far Cshc. Ipasnwd* at Int Calie
boarding-house keeper, and on Wednesteats
Pie
It
Mwcarrirqe
day on the salesgirl who occupies its
■ H Far Oisarders ef the Kidnevs *rd Cls.-fer
The fact that she
smallest hall bedroom
l L Far Cataaesus Oistrse n Etut-:^
votes enthusiastically for all the things
XI Far liseases aI Bifestna
that make harder her struggle for exist!.
«x each, at Dm* Store* or
ence, because she sees only the tax that
i-thum Oo»
Hrwpwsi**' Hoamrirn'
hits you—does not lessen your moral
US William street. Sew V rk.
You
hep welfare.
responsibility for
should, in your ballots, save her from
can.
herself, if by any chance you
HUMPHREYS*
The greatest atep that we have taken
in this direction came in the passage of
the Towner-Sterling maternity bill, soon
to he followed by an educational b U of
“The PiJ© Ointment"*
the same import.
The federal good toads
Sample Mailed Fre*
bill is nearly as bad. It is mathematically
lici»e
GO*
UrKPHim' ir MK'tpxTrf?
demonstrable that the people of Massa
1M WUhmiu ilwui. 1*4IT Vorke
chuaetta pay between five and aix dollars
toward the fund out of which the federal
Whither Are We
good roads comes, for every dollar that
New Hampshire gets 87
they get back
cents per capita out of this fund and
(From Boston Herald.)
M ssisaippi (3 23 per capita, negroes and
If the Republicans retain the National
all, and yet New H mpshire, with a
House of Representatives by a reduced very much smaller
population than Mismajority—aa now seems probable—they sissippi, pays four times as much federal
of
taxation.
Six
at
the
Northern states pay 62
mercy
will be more than ever
cent, of the nation s total.
Is it any
the farmers’ bloc. Change in the Senate per
wonder tney want to raid us? But what
same
direction.
the
in
are counting
Cicero Sapps we are to maintain props
While we see no reason for expecting the ganda to
Yet none
urge them to do so
be
to
in
that
body
majority
Republican
of our Northern states are without warm
reduced much, its personnel is every where adherents of
Mississippi's gsme—in the
changing in the direction of radicalism.
name of altruism and progress, of course.
We are destined to aee in the United
If we, at the tax paying end of the
States in the next decade or two the en- line, favor the Towner twins and the
actment of a line of legislative projects federal
road appropriation, and the bonus
which bids the East to ait up and take and all
things in which we have to spend
The conservative interest of the five dollars
notice.
to get back one, what can we
country can none too soon inquire what expect in the sections in which the
arguthey purpose to do about it. Here are ment can truthfully be raised that the
some of the things that we expect to see
cost of these thiogs does not cpme out of
enacted and, after reciting them, we shall them, but out of distant
plutocrats il the
tall you why we think they are coming.
East?
We shall see education regulated
1.
For subversiveness to the institu ions
from Washington, much as it is in France
from Paris. That one of the Towner which have made this country great and
twins, now awaiting enactment, will raise free, these 1 owner bills are theNoworst
sup
the salary of every school teacher in the that we have ever undertaken.
United States, broadly speaking, and so porter of them, in and out of his or her
own
club
or
has
license
to
proany
party,
will set in motion a propaganda for increased federal oversight, control and sup- test against our complete transfer to
port of (education in America. This will soviet government when 'he result comes
We are taking the early hurdles
be capped by the National University of to pass.
now.
This may sound extreme, but our
prodigious proportions.
2.
I be maternity legislation to wmcn present peace-time taxes would have
the country is already committed will sounded even more extreme had any one
spread into health legislation, so that we told at the time of Roosevelt's laying
shall have health centres as plentiful as that corner-stone to what we have now
postoffices; we shall have a secretary of come.
There are certain great factors in our
health in the cabinet and bis ramifying
agencies will seek to do for human beings experience as immovable as the truths
One of these
the same work that our agriculture de- of the multiplication table.
partment has long done for live stock, an is that our federal government is the
argument which the radicals never cease most expensive agency known to man
to urge. The whole power of federal for the conduct of business.
Long before
government goes forth to stamp out bog the war, when prices were low, it cost
Misof
smallest
the government J20.000 for every boy it
cholera in the
county
souri. Why should it not attack an influ- graduated from West Point. You knowAre how much it costs Harvard and Boston
enza epidemic in Massachusetts?
children less precious than hogsl Such a University and Boston College to educate
federal agency could double the earning boys! You know the presses upon which
power of the young man fresh from the our money is made have been for years
medical school, and assure him a l.fe sup- turned by hand in the bureau of engravport, not unlike that which the army and ing in order to ‘‘make work.” You know
navy provides for the graduates of West that door-keepers have sat patien ly,
Point and Annapolis. In time, the govern- drawing their salaries, by doors after
ment will educate at its own expense the they had been nailed up.
You know
man for this service.
Uncle Joe Cannon’s remark that he bewhich
of
We shall have legislation
3.
lieved the government bad at the Capitol
our farm loan enterprise is only a beginat least three men for every one man’s
of
inthe
rate
further
work.
And that is what you pay for
cheapening
ning,
terest for loans on agricultural products when you have things done by the fedIt is in that way that
and widening the zone to which the ad- era government.
vantage may apply. We shall have still it will run public education and maternity
further restrictions on the speculative re- benefits and all the other things that the
lations to farm products, including live radiCali-m of the West, abetted by the
stock. We shall make it illegal to derive altruistic enthusiasm of our new voters,
any immediate profit from any product ; is forcing upon us, to the subversion of
of our social order.
coming from the farms and fields.
We shall have the public ownership
4.
But we are at a stage in public operaand
warehouses
1
and operation .of storage
tions where people seem to think of only
the
failures
unchecked
by
grain elevators,
one side of the ledger.
If ?ou tel! the
of this policy under the Non-Partisan school teachers that their salaries are to
of
the
Dakota.
Pei
in
North
haps
League
be raised by federal control of education,
railroads and telephones.
are for that policy, in disregard of
St. Lawrence they
We shall hav: a
5.
their own ob.igatioo Ultimately to pay
which
the
into
governwaterway.project
for it, through mat.eg up the other
ment will'pour money by the hundreds of
charges. We have recently been through
millions with the same rapidity that it has an
It has
experience with the bonus
sent smaller sums into the petty river and been
very unpopular in Massachusetts to
We
harbor developments of the past.
as
the
shown
bonus,
by the fact
oppose
shall make Halifax and Montreal large that both
Lodge and Gaston are mightily
commercial porta. We shall bring Duluth, in favor of it. And
the
veteran
himyet,
once the “Queen City of the Great Unself in Massachusetts, who would not, in
to
their
deep-waters.
salted Seas,”
more in taxation
his own

Witch Hazel OintmeGt(c«ap.)
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first crack out of the box, the weil-to-do
people of the bast will pay, through income and inheritance taxes. The greatest
war in all human hiatory saddled on the
American people a measure of taxation
including that of city, state and nation,
wholly without precedent. The war has
been over for some years. We long ago
elected the most conservative administration, headed by one of the most conser-

vative of senators, and we have had practically no reduction in these taxes. He
aougbt to have the maximum rate for people of (66,000 a year incom s made the upper limit; but Congress took that measure
out of his hands and made the (200,000 incomes the upper limit, a figure beyond

which, practically speaking, nouody

pays

wiil pay, so long as "tax exempts” can
be found. He did abolish the excess procertain
oilsetting
fits tax, enacting
levies; but the clamor for the reimposiexcess
profits taxes
tion of these so-called
The great and orincreases in volume.
dinarily conservative state of Iowa has
just given its Republican nomination to
the Senate to a man who made his fight
on the reimposition of these taxes, and
the general increase of our levies upon the
rich. He will be elected. We shall have
higher taxes in the future instead of lowor

er ones.

But it would be contrary to all human
experience to amsnme that auch a burden
would stay on the shoulders of the rich
They will feel its first impact, but will
promptly transfer it to the great conaum
ing masses. And what will they do with
it? The so called middle classes of our
industrial areas, who have formed the
bone and a new of the American people,
and the safety of its political system, will
Economic
be ground out of existence.
forces will be too much for them. Eastern cities will be inhabited by those who
are professionally rich, deriving their income from investments—if we may assume the continuance of the existing social order—and of the southeastern Europeans, with their prolific families, who
will be able to maintain an existence out
of what is left from the product of t eir
industry, after the army of federal functionaries have extracted their increasing y
heavy toll.
But, you may say, thia is all very absurd;
that there is nothing in the present situation to justify auch predictions. Let us see!
Patrick Henry said the only way to jodge
the future wee by the past. Let us look
over the recent peat
Do you remember when President
Roosevelt, in laying the corner-stone of
the office building for the House of Representatives, perhaps 15 years ago, proposed n federal income tax? Do you
remember the storm which it created in
all conservative quarters? Do you remember bow free you were at that time
from income taxes of state or nation,
from inheritance taxes, and similar levies
In most of the
ee Infilling and industry?
states, we hardly knew of their existence.
Tbb federal government did nothing in
that line. It aupported itself from cuatoam and internal raven oca.

purchases,

pay

by reason of the bonus than he would get
in the payment from it is a very unusual
man.
The state would pay four dollars
for every one that we get back, and the
veteran here, who is earning 115 a week
would be a loser in the trade.
But so
long as we do not see that, as a public,
these expenditures of the type which the
farmers’ bloc is pushing upon us, are
The West and
bound to be popular.
South will push them upon us and we
shall, here in the Ea t, in various degrees
of fatuous submissiveness, accept them.
Meanwhile, we are driving a bard blow
at our c vilizaticn. If you have any doubt
about this, consider the problem today of
the person ot middle class means, *ho
wants to live in respectable conditions in
Boston or New York.
an apartment in
These taxes, percolating through various
industrial groups, have become enmeshed
in the cost of building combined with a
labor unionism more or less juatified by
tbeae very taxation burdena, to an extent
that makes the respectable bousing for
the great yeomanry of our eastern cities
increasingly difficult. The heating probWe are
lem is another of the same sort.
verily piling I urdenson the people heavier
We do not seem to
than they can bear.
realize bow we are doing it, simple as the
process is to any one possessed of even
the rudiments of economic knowledge.
We add to the burden every time we
tranafer from private agency or from the
scrutiny of the local community, any new
functions of business or of administration
to the unwieldy and bureaucratic overlordship ot the Washington government.
The Herald was denounced by the educational convention here in the summer for
its attitude toward one very long step in
But we shall continue to
this direction.
tell the truth, in the assurance that events
will ultimately justify our position if indeed they are not already convincing
many of our readers, upon whom the
economic
burden of the prevailing foliy
is already making its burden felt, that
we are doing nothing less than our duty
in sounding thia alarm. If we lyould save
our civilization somebody must say the
4
unpopular thing.’’ Tnat is The Herald’s
self-assumed task.

Merton Wingate of L'wiaton ha* bet6
st C. J. Hitman's.

Mr*. Cora E. Crockett of Gre nwood,
Oxford County, it the firat woman tu
serve as a jury foreman in Mime, having
served at such daring the October term of
the Supreme Court, Justice Scott Wiiaon
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bond be required from said executor is contained to tbe petition for probate thereof.

no

Lilia Hatch Pearson, late of Morrill, de
Will and petition for probate thereof
letters testamentary issue to Finest
E Bower, he being tbe executor named there
in and presents said petition,
Emma F. Tyler, late of Belfast, deceased
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Joseph Tyler, he
being the executor named therein and presents said petition.
Application that no bond
be required from said executor is contained ii
the petition for probate thereof.
Rhoda C. Taylor, ia.e of Unity, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testsmentary issue to George M. Taylor, be being the extcuior namtd therein and
presents said petition.
Addie A. Shiletieff, or known as Adeline A.
Sbuetleff, iste of Thorndike, decessed. Petition that Helen S.; Bragdon or some other
suitable person may be appointed administrator of said estate.
Petition presented by said
Helen S. Bragdon, daughter and heir-at-law of
said deceased.

ceased.
and that

FOR FLETCHER’S
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ceased.
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WANTED
lr: llmer small.

36 Miller St.,

oran^uri,

utr-

Nichols of

Mary C. Stilwell, late of Stocktc n Springs,
deceased. Petition that Marion R. Prichard
of Cobaaset, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or *ome)otber suitable person msy be
appointed ac min istrator of aaid estate. Petition presented by Barry F. Hodges. Oecrge C.
Hodgee and Frances Mitchell, cousins and heirs
at law of said ceceased.
Josephine A. Proctor, late of Prospect, de
ceased. Pedtion that Frederick W. Smith of
Buekeport, or some other suitable person may
be sppointed administrator of said estate.
Application that no bond be required frcm
aaid administrator is contained in the petition
for probate thereof. Petition presented by
Anna G. Avery, sister and heir-at-law of said
deceased.
Lewis A. Brown, late of Belfast, deceased.
Petition that Elisa J. Brown of Belfast or
some other suits! le person may be appointed
ac min istrator of aaid • state,
Application that
no bond be required from said administratrix
ia contained in the* petition for probate thereof, Petition presented by said Elisa J. Brown,
widow and heir-at-law of said deceased.

1

Protect your
powers of resistance,

Bownc, Bloomfield.N. J.

ui

ceased.

ease.

80011 &

me

law of aaid deceased.
Lena A. Sanborn, late of Belfast, deceased.
Petition that Margaret L. Vinall of Belfast or
some other suitable person may be appointed
administrator of said estate. Petition presented by said Margaret L. Vinall, lister and
htir-at-law of aaid deceased.
Oriea Anna Penaieton. late of laieaboro.dePet is ion that Kicbard D. Peedietoo of
ceased
Brooklyn. New York, or some other suitable
l ersi r. may be appointed administrator of said
Petition presented by said Richard D.
estate
Pendleton, sou and heir-at-law of aaid de-

Scott’s Emulsion
fruitful

iiuuib,

Petition that Wilfred V

Searsport, or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of said estate.
Application that to bond be required from
said administrator is contained in the petition
for probate thereof.
Petition presented by
said Wilfred V. Nichols, widower and heir-at-

It is human to neglect!

a

it

riuucu

Easier to Prevent

is

At a Prcbste Court beiti at Belfast, in anu
for the < Di ty of W tldo, n the s* cwr.d Tuea
day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-two, the
following matters Lavu g been prevented for
tbe action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persona interested by causing a
copy of
thia order to be published once a week for
three weeks
bef. re the second
Tuesday of Novemfewr. A. D. 1922, in Tbe Republican Jturn- a newspaper published ar.d
printed at Pelfa^., in said County, that they
may a| pear at a Probate Court to be held at
t' e Probate Office in said Be if set on tbe second
Tuesday of November, A D. 1922. at ten o'clock
in tr. e forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

Harvey H. Smalley, late of Belfast, deceas
Wiii and petition for probate thereof.and
letters testemtntary issue to Horace B.
Smalley, he fceir g the tXecutor named therein
and pressr. ta saia petition
application that

Children Cry

Belfast,

Me.

Reliable Incubator—140 eggs capacity
and 500 chick hover. Practically Dew.
A real bargain.
Inquire of
Phioeaa A. Dunton, late of Lincolnville. deHERMAN WHITMORE,
ceased. Petition that Irvin O. Eugley of LinNortbport, Maine.
colnville or some other suitable person msy be
appointed administrator of aaid estate. Petition presented by J. C. Coliemer. a creditor of

Elderly Women
Invalids or convalescents to
home* Address!

care

•aid estate.

for at

P. O. Box 7.

2w43p

BeUatt, Maine.

1

ilincral. Not Narcotic
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For Over

Thirty Years

ROUP
For Spasmcvl tcCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult
breathing is relieved—
then

with

cover

Exact

a warm

Copy

of

Wrapper.

CASTORIA
T*t ciwtaua

company,

niw tonn city.

flannel cloth.

V/ICKS
VapoRub

w

Hutchins & fckay

Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly
Victor G. G dirg, late of H
First and final acc U't
yoke. Massachusetts
pressrttd for iliowncs by Came E. Golding,
FIs! at*

of

Successors to Hutchins Bros.

administratrix
F.stat* of George W Parker, late of Monroe,
cciont presented for allowFirst ard fin*
ance t y Aoa F' Pa k*r, ex* cutrix.

WE HAVE A FINE LINE CF

Estate of Dewitt C AU-ott, late of kn x
F-nal scc<<uct presented by John I.) Abbott,

nvi.V.

A Stets< n, late of Linfir al account presented
ie F
Knight, admit istra-

rix

Estate of M;ch^; GPL* ary. late of Belfast
*m P. O’Leary, administrator,
Petition of VS
that h

mav

be

icet.sed

to se

i and convey at

trivate sale cermin real esta e
Belfast b<
girg to said de
ceased and d-ecribtd in said petition.
Estate of Clara W. Patterson of Belfast
Petition of Ja-* N McDonald, guardian, that

public

or

situated in

-an:

«

Call and Talk with Us

she mi) be licensed to sell a; d convey certain
real estate jntuaG 1 if. Be fast b. longing to said
ward and d- scr t«d in said petition.
Ls ate of Leroy S. N.ckerson, late of Stock*
ton Springs.
Petition of Margaret E Nicker
Bon, wid w. that an allowance may be made to
her out of the personal estate of said deceased.

ed
that

chilled those that were near the top
of the ground. Tbe apples froze hard on
the trees.

vitamine-nounshment
to help keep the body
strong to resist dis-

of Nasal catarrh.

ace cause.

snow

body and strength.

acute atta

Ppiam.M^lun*nMMCfMDtis£2iJ,a1**

neither

piv

end

of ( elestia
F irst srd
for allowance by At l

gu^easiveiy

recently at Isaac Ingraham's.
There are several that have not got
their potatoes dug and the cold snap and

of

an

Signature

Coin!*

Mr. and Mr*.
Portland t

cc

To all rersons interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named:

Mr and Mrs. Neil Whitcomb, daughter
and friends of Waterville spent the day

I

Chceffutocssand&<»»»f

administrator.

on.

Probate Notices

Linwood Stevenson finished work for
H. S. Banton and returned to bis home id
East Knox.

than it is to correct weakness

t

will find that t.
use
f HALL'S
CATARRH MEDr IN‘L w*11 bu.jd up the
System and render them less liable to
colds.
Repeai-d attacks of Acute Catarrh may leasj to Chronic Catarrh.
HALLS CATARRH MEDICINE Is
taken internally md acts through the
B; *od on the M
us
surfaces of the
System, thus redo ::ig the inflammation
and assisting Nature in restoring normal
conditions.
Ail Druggists.
Circulars free
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, OhiC.

sun-

it is very unwise.
to prevent

colie

Those subject to frequent "co.ds in the

Several frem this place attended the
fair at Dirigo Grange, Freedom, OcL 21.

It is far easier

interesting

head"

Mr. Elmer Bryant of City Point Belfast
visited at Isaac Ingraham's OcL 22.

I*

to

Estate

Mrs.
Jennie McGray, is staying with
Mrs. Bessie Ingraham for the winter.

health, but

SPRINGS

“COLD IN 1 HE HEAD”

in.

.CASTO

STOCKTON

Carr have gon-'
They
the winter
t
r daughter.
u
were accom;
oy
Ellen Carr, who went to Bangor to attend
the convention.

Crafts,” was bancled in an instructive
manner, the articles for reading being'
obtained chit fly from the Stlte Library.
As each selection was read ODe or more
articles illustrating it was shown.
The
exhibi'ion was reai > wonoertul
Among
tbe noteworthy articles were a "sampler,” wrought in the 14tli year of her age,
17-57, by the greatgrandmother of the
hostess; baskets from many climes and
beautiful in coloring; a dainty handkerchief, made by a adyof 80 years; and another by one nearly as otd; a beautiful
linen cut work handkerchief case; s rare
linen centerpiece; sterling silver fancy
hair pins, one of tortoise shell; a hand
hammered solid silver pepper box, made
by Paul Revere; a quaint long stemmed
iron pipe; a cloisonne belt buckle; a b ut
and white coverlet, and some beautiful
modern runners for bureaus with pm
cushions to match
Altogether it «ts

Mrs.

very large

ThCTct^^o^

few ea'S.

lin’s.

Tbe Current Events club heid an interesting meeting Wrdneedjy afternoon,
18th, at tbe home of M;ss Mary
Fiichborn.
The subj-ct
“Arts
and

KILUE.
at

a

Bears the

The teachers of the vidage s io s en
joyed a roaat chicken supper recently at
Mr and Mrs. William Clegg’s

Oct

ANDREW MITCHELL HURD

Freedom

M. J. Donlm for

the burial.

Mr. Ernest A Farris has moved from
the Panoo bouse at lewder brook into
the Dickey house on Sylvan street.

The 80th anniversary of the b.rth of
Annie Louise Carey, known as tbe world’s
greatest contralto, w as celebrated Sundav
OcL 22, in the room in which Longfellow
waa born in the Longfellow
Home, Hancock atreet, Portland
Photographs of
this famous ainger were also shown at the
observance
George Tnornton Edwards
reviewed the tile of the contralto from the
date of her birth in Wayne, her struggles
to secure enough money to go abroad and
her successes there an] abroad.
Her
home life was all that it cou d be.

Mrs. Shorey is at
Baotons’ for a while.

*

Miss Addie Ciark snd friend of Augusts were calling on relatives snd friends
in town recently
Mr. snd Mrs. Meade Alien of <>i•:
Town have been guests of Mr and Mrs

■

One of them is 24 feet in circumference, and has a diameter of j> feet 9
Indies.
It is est.mated that there
re
two cord* of wood in the stump nowThe tree was owned by the
standing
city, had begun to decay in part, and,
in the interest of safety, it was thought
advisable to take it cow n.
Part of the
bark on the tree is in great corrugations a
half inch deep.
Speculation on the age
of the tiee is from 100 to 160 years.

KNOX

Mrs. Sarah Moody, who ha- been visiting Mr. and Mis Siiss Curls, has returned to Dover

Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always

Mrs Ed. F:elds was the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs Sandy francia, a
few days ago.

a

tions.

Andrew Mitchell Hurd, eldest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hurd of Knox,
paaaed to the higher life SrpL 28tb, after
a long period of intense suffering and several severe surgical operations performed
at the Massachusetts General hospital
He
and Eye aDd Ear Infirmary, Boston.
went there in the early spring for medical treatment for diseased sinuses, later
During his
pronounced osteomylilis.
stay in the hospital he male many friends
by his patient and cheerful attitude even
when his Buffering was intense.
His relatives and friends had
oped and looked
forward to his early recovery, but without avail, for his spirit was released from
earthly suffering and journeyed out into
that fa rer land, where pain is known no
more.
The funeral services were held
Oct 1st, at one o’clock, from the home
of bis parentB, Rev. F A. Shepard of
Waterville officiating The floral tributes
were many, wbch showed the esteem in
which the deceased was held
Interment
was in Pleasant Hill cemetery, freedom.
The bearers were Claude Bessey, Porter
Ingraham, Edward Thompson and Dewey
Hail.
Besides his parrots five brothers
and three sisters survive and many relatives who have the sympathy of all.
Andrew was I orn
in tbe
town of
Thorndike, June 17 1898 After attendand
a few
the
ing
district school there
years at lie graded and high" schools at
Palermo he eniered Freedom Academy,
where he ahowed unusual ability.

For Infants nnd

and Mrs. fuel! and dsugh er Ge
nieva have returned to Frankfort for the
winter
Mr

of the Frankfort village
The
Word has been recen d of the birth of schools faculty
recently sp-rit a very p eas..’ t
bradEdwn.a
-Mrs
to
daughter, Mary,
evening at Mr and Mry Herbert >. a-»
ford of Somerville, Mass., Oct 13ib. Her
Thornton Francis and Dr F. P. L flin
a.ster, Mrs. Vsnn.e Whitney, is with her.
were
fortunate to each get » ret in*
The body ot Mrs. Rosie Twritchell, !
few days ago and Mr. Arthur I urnet got
in
wdiose dealh recently occured
Dover,
two coons.
was
brought to 1ro> for lutetment in
Rev. Fr. T. J. O’M iooey ofli ate a
Mr. and Mrs Geo.
bsirv.ew cemetery.
t)
Hodgdon uf Massachusetts, Mr and Mrs. Mass at lTie Church of ilo,> K ‘sary
Eugene Hodgdon of Auburn and Mr and 22nd. Hi« aster. M ss Hanuih, ip*nt
Mrs. Luce of Vassalboru were present at the we send at Mr. and Mr. M. J Don

There la being taken down what is believed lobe ’be largest tree in Aigus a.
In fact, some lumbermen araert that it is
probably the largest in Maine. It re
minds one of ac me of the big trees of Cal
The tree is located at the east
lforma.
It is t giant
e :d
of Wmtbtop court
willow and its spreading brunches covered s w.de srea.
No one living can recall
its origin.
Jesse Starles has been demolishing the tree, ai d has already been
a mouth getting
t down to a tall stump
The tree appeared to trow in two sec-

\

1I

called

from

Mrs. Alice Stone has closed her home
and gone to Lewiston to spend the winter with her daughter.
The marriage of At. :rew Videtto of
this town and Miss Della Kuowles of
Lewiston, witch was reported to have
taken place some tine ago, was not solemnized until Oct 22 n, the ceremony
betng performed >j Inxraont by .Mr.

FOR SALE

AND DEER SKINS

Grover Carr and friend o' Portlsnd
spent the w eekend u town Oct. 21st

Toothaker, E.q.

43tf

If convenient Lring ’em in, trade face to
lace and get joor money on the (not; or
•hip joar accumulation. Ail abipment*
of fun held aaide for erven daya. Satiefactory Price* guaranteed or fun returned. We pay tranaportation noth vaya.
PertUud Rendering Co., Portland. Me

Charles Hawes, after passing the sumwith his brother, T. W. Hawes, has

■

A torse for its keeping until May 15tb.
M uat te econd end kind, a good roadater
of about ten hundred pounds weight.

WE BUY

Dr F f L flin of Ellsworth spent the
weekend in town O l. 21st.

John Getchell has oeen released
quarantine for scarlet fever and it
at work in bis biacksni.lh shop.
Mr. and Mrs Erwin Cook, Mrs
Cotton and Miss Del a Know.es of

use.

I

mily of Belfast
L. J. Sarderwon and
metered to town Oct 22r.d.

W
22r.d for Ca.e
S. Baker Uft O
Cod, called there by the death of bis
f
her.

The first electric lighted passenger
trams of the Bangor A Aroostook railroad
were
put into use
Wednesday. The
trains on that line have been much improved in other respects.
Two new ob-

I

Mr John Boyd sold a
few days ago

returned toEoston.

street.

valuable horse

viaiting

mer

About eight miles out of Houlton, one
d«y recently, a bull moose jumped ooto
the radiator of an automobile and had
He rode with hoofs as well
quite a ride
as horns off the ground.
He scarred the
car quite a good deal and diove a hole
through it, no' a foot from the left leg of
>' hen
t ie driver.
the car stopped, the
bull moose roiled off the car, leaving hia
precarious position and balancing himself
(or a moment bellowed and shot down the

*

FRANKFORT.

TlfO't.

MAINE ITEMS

James B. Dunton, late of Lincolnville, dccessed. Petition that Irvin O. Eugley 'of Lincolnville or some other suitable person may be
appointed administrator of said estate. Petition presented by Chester A. Dean, n creditor
of said estate.

jspc

Es

M honey, late of Hoe
ate of Eugere H
Mars&ebU'etLa. Firs: ard final account
presented for allowarc by Otd Colony trust

i1

C! °11 s

t<>n,

Company,

executors

TINS
y-ASK. YOUH, Gfl&CEKs

At agail B
Ande*son. late of
Nearsport. Firs: and final acc unt presented
for allowance by W I. And«rson, at mmistraEstate

of

_

tor.

Estate of Herbert \l*ad*r. late of Belnx nt.
Petition of Charles H. M**ad*r. *x»cutor, for
determination of collate*al it hentance tax.

Estate f
Petition of

Henry W. Msci
laebel M. Mb

allowance may be

tna

acnai

d decease

estate

of

sa

t«

it

e.

tier

late of Belfast.
widow, that an
i.utof the per

:.

Estate of Mu::*. Barbara Varney, late of
Burnham. Pi-t.’,-.>n of Julia F.. We*d. guarsa.: Muriel Barbara Varney, that she
may re licenced to sell ami Convey at private
ea.e certain rea. e« .s -uated in said Burnham, bei ging to s- id w ard and described in
said petrioo.
Estate
f Evan L. Varney, late of BurnF.am
Pet.’ r. of Geo-** "A Vi.m«y, administrator. tLat be nay be .icenawd to sell and

dian of

convey at private aa.e certain rea. estate «Huattd in #a a Fur»L*m bringing to saw: Ceceated and describee to aaic petition,

A

ELLERY BOW DEN.
Judge of said Court
original. Attest:
CHAb. E. JUi NSON, Register.

true copy of the

Not e- .s hereby »:*er;'tbat the following
abpi,ir.tn.eMfc have been made by the Probate
ana for tbe County of Wald,
C urt, wilt
and Ntaie of Maine:
Estate tf A;>ce J kt Waid roc. late of Sears
pert. Wi.iiaa. R. G.iiatt of .^esrsport a| pointed executor October Hitt. A 1', 1562.
Estate of CRanee C. Nickerson, late of
Winter port,
A Gee M. Nickerson of Win ter
porr appointed executrix Ocuber 10lh, A, D.
1922.
Estate of Annie C. Conant, late of Winter
port. Charles M Conant of W intern rt appointed executor October 10th, A. D. 1922.
Estate of John V. Busher, late of Montviile.
Hattie T. busher of Moo'ville appointed exeOctober 10th, A. D. 1922.
Estate of Fred Millay, late of Liberty.
Rena M Millay of LiFerty appointed executrix October lGtb, A. D. 1922,
Estate of Florence E. Bacbelder, late of
Troy. Fred 0. Gotdwin of Albion appointed
administrator, with the will annexed, October
10th, A. D 1922.
Estate of Lucy A. Rust, Iste of Pslermo
Silas E. Bowler of Palermo appointed administrator, with the will annexed, October 10th,
A. D. 1922.
estate of Mary F. French, late of Stockton
Charles A. French of Stockton
Springs
Springs appointed admin.atralor October 10th,
A. D. 1922.
Estate of Otis A. Wellman, late of Searsmoot. Elizabeth M. Wellman of Searsmont
appointed administratrix October 10th, A. D.
1922.
Estate of Thacdius 1. Huxford, late of
Brooks. Clata E. Huxford of Biooks appointed administratrix October 10th, A. L>
cutrix

IS 22.

Estate of Angela M Hidsdon, late of Belfast. Ralph 1. N'oree of Belfast appointed apminietrator October 10th, A D. 1922.
Eatate of Hannah C. Colcord, late of Searsport. Oharlps O. sawyer of Searsport apepointed scminietrstor October 101b, A. D. 1922.
Estate of Alice H. Whitney, late of FreeBelle M. Fenny of Freedom appointed
dim.
administratrix October 10th, A. 1>. 1922.
Eatate of Geirge A. Ingraham, late of Knox.
John W, Ingraham of Knox appointed administrator October 10th. A. D. 1922.
Eatate of Henrietta Ginn, late of Prospect.
JoaephineG. Banka of Ptoapect appointed administratrix October 10th, A. O. 1922
Estate of frank W. Rhodes, lata of Knox.
Alvin L. Rhodes of Union appointed administrator Ocloter 10th, A. D. 1922.
Eatate of Sidney J. Yeung, late of Lineolnvilie. Joseph S. Ifullin of Lincolnville appointed administrator October 10th, A, D. 1922
Eatate of Henry W. Mackie, late of Belfast.
Isatel M, Mackie of Belfsat appointed administratrix October 10th, A. D. 1022.
Eatata of Scott H. To man, late of Boston,
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Frank
T. Ci ffin of Boston aptointed executor October 10th, A. 11. 1922. Edward C. Payson o(
Rockland, Maine, appointed agent,
Dnted nt Belfast, in said County of Waldc
and State of Mains this 17th day of October
A. D. 1922.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

PkUtJAir

NOIlltS

At a Pr« bate Court, held at R Ifaat. within
and fur the County cf W aldo. in vacation, on
the 14ib day of October
A. D. 1922.

Lou Ward March, daughter »r.d heir-at law
the <state of Albert W
Ward, late of
Thorndike, in said County of W -t do, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that she.
Lou Ward Murch of Thorndike, in the County
of Waldo, or s- me ether suitable pers n may
be ap. minted administratrix of .he estate of
said deceased, without giving bond.

of

within and
At a Probate Court h« <3 hi :
:;i vacat;
f«.r the County of W'h
n, on tb#
19th day of October, A. L>. 1922
1
it.
of
Kstella Stuart
Rurr-ham,
County
t.i
of Waldo, having pre- *nted a
praying
EstelU Shay.
that her name be char ged t
n* tic#
Ordered, That the said petiu >r..
g * copy of
to all persons interested by Cp
this order to be published three *rrks suea new*
ceeaively in The Republican J ;r
may appaper published at b* fast, that
a: Relfaat,
pear at a Probate C« urt, to :>e h;
i4th day
within and for said County,
f
the clock
at
tet
oj November, A. D. 1922,
| before noon, and ahow cause, .f any they have,
uld DOt
why the prayer of aaid petit: rier

be granted.
Ordered. That the aaid petitioner give notice
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
*2! persons interested by causing a copy of !
A true copy.
Attest*
to
be
three
order
Wteks
this
succespublished
( has E. Johnson. Register.
sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
WAL1KJ S^.
In Court of Pr. bate, held at
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Prelate Court, to be be id at Belfast, within
f Oct her, 1922.
n
the 10th day
Belfast.
ar*d for said County, on the 14th day of Nov- Nellie h. Fletcher, executrix of tr.e estate of
ember. A. D. 1922. at ten of the clock before Israel W. Parker, late of Belfast, in aaid
noon. r.d show cause, if a y they have, why
County, deceased, having presented her first
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
and final account of admin miration of 9iid
granted.
estate for allowance.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
A true copy.
Attest:
weeks successively, in The Re pub. lean Jourri4« EL Johnson. Register.
nal, a newspaper published m Belfast, in aaid
4-'ounty, that all persons interested may attend
a Probate Court, to be held at Be-fast, on the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
14th day of November, next, and »r<uw caul#*
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
if anytbey have, why the aaid account should
17th *iay of October, A. I) 1922.
not be allowed.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge,
•set will and testament
of Kachei M. BradA true copy.
Attest:
street. late of Palermo, in said County of
Chas. E. Johnson. Kegi«wn_
W aldo. deceased, having Been presented for
At a Probate
out heio si Bel ’a.- wilW*
probate with petition praying that aaid will be
allowed a; d that letters testamentary issue to
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
21st day of October, A. D. 1922.
him, the said Eben H. Foster of Palermo, the
executor named therein, without giving bond
Carrie Vose Johnson, widow und heir-sb***
in accordance with the
request of said testa- of the estate of Frank W. Johnson, 1**®
trix as expressed in said instrument.
Freedom, in said County of W aldo,
WIN
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons having presented a petition praying thatWarn
ter
Gerald of Unity, in the County of
interested by causing s copy of this order to
or some other suitable person he
be published three weeks successively in The
Repuohcan Journal, a newspaper published at administrator of the estate of said deceasednooe®
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to all persons interested by causing a
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
this order to be published three week#
said County, on thejsecond Tuesday of November next. at ten of the clock before noon, and
cessively in the Republican Journal. » n®**“
show cause, if any tbey bave, why the same
paper published at Belfast, that they rosy
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at l*®'1***!
should net be proved, approved and allowea,
within
and for aaid County, on the 14ih
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
beOctober. A. D. 1922. at ten of the clock
A true copy.
Attest:
fore noon, and show cause, if ary they
Chas E. Johnson, i egister
why the prayer of said petitioner »nouW
be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judf®
WALDO SS. In Court ot Probate, held at
A true copy. Attest:
Belfast, on the 10th day of October, 1922.
Chas.
E. Johnson. Reg»f»^
Austin W. Keeling, executor of the will of
George G. Wells, lets of Belfast, in said County. deceased, haring presented his first end
final account of said -state for allowance.
Ordered. That notice th-reof be given three
weeks successive)), in the Republican Journal,
BANGOR LINE
a newspaper published
in Belfast, in said
county, that all p-rsoi.s interested may attend
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
wt a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on
the 11th day of November next, a d show
Leave Barger Tuesday#. Tborad»>M®d
cause, if any they have, why the said account
uraays at 1 30 p. m ; W :nterport Lib P;
113
should not be allowed.
Bueksport 3.00 p. m.; Belfa*t, 4 iu p» ° j*
dem. 5 46 p. m ; Reck land. XCO l
KLLKRY BOWDEN, Judge.
»■■
A true copy.
Boston the following ro< rcir g about <
Attest:
Return—Leave Boston Mtndajs.
_Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
days and Fridays at 6 p. m »
^4
Leave Reck land Tueedkjs. Tborid y
CONSERVATOR’S NOTICE,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be bus been
Saturdays at 5 a. m ; Camden 6.46
^,4
fast 7.16 n. m., for Bueksport. Winitrpor
duly appointed co'nservator of the estate of
Bangor.
LENA P. HOYT of Belfast,
* *
At Boaton cor nection ia made v!*
in the
County of Waldo, and.'given bonds as the ropolitan Lina express freight and pxm* cg*r
^
i*-uu»
law dirt eta. All persona
having demands steamers for New York and points
against the estate of said Lena P, Hoyt, are da- Want.
to present the same for
•'**<?
settlement, and
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
all indebted thereto are
requested to make
P«J ment immediately.
Portland-New York Freight
EDGAR 8, MCDONALD.
Belfast, Me Sept. 12, 1822.
Direct freight .er.ice between
New York ia re.umtd Jrom tbe
Pier Portland, ftfaine.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The .u'bcrmoectio®1
aenber hereby gives notice that he baa
Tfcrt ugh rates ard direct track
Rs^
been
duly appointed adminiatrator. of the estate of
with Maine ventral »td t.rengnl
rMd*
ARMENIA W. AMES, late of Sears port,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and givn
! bonds aa the lav directa. AH persons
having
Weak ?
; demands against the estate of said deceased
are deaired to present the seme
for eettlement,
and all indebted thereto are
Strengthen Tour atomach
requested to make
peymeet immediately.
indigeation; Mi-O-Ne ts dog it
JOHN B. AMES.
A. A. Howe. 4 Co. to
a
_
Sean port.
Me.. Oct. 10, 1822.
to

deceujjj*

•£
d*J®j

Eastern mid unit i

Sw'^

,^'l‘Djt.t*

GaaspwTQjj^g^J

Stomach

I

t,j

ntooeL

back.

f

I r.insters in Real Estate

•JNII \.
v

following transfers in real estate
in the Waldo County Regrecorded
were
of Deeds for the week ending Oct

E

The

j

23, 1932:
Kstella M. Hubbard, Unity, to Charles
land and buildings
Frederick Palmer, do ;
in Unity.
Bridgewater,
Sturtevant,
-Clarence
and A P Wentworth, LincolnV|3ss
land
vilie to R. W. Jameson, Camden;

the little daughter of Mr. an I
M. Brown, was operated on lor
appendicit s, recently. Ur. Tapley of delfast, assisted by Ur. Treworthy performed
the operation.
Miss Edna Conner of 1Toy
is caring fot her.

land and buildings
Agnes L. Morris, do.;
in Belfast.
llarland L.
Annie M. Crosby, Unity, to
Crosby, do.; land and buildings in Unity.

ELLlNUWOOu’S CORNER
Frank Fields has returned from Prout’s
where he has been this summer.

Neck,

Mrs Dunning has returned from a visit
with relatives in Boston and vicinity.

Greeley, Liberty,

to Albert T.
boynton, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
Ls.

IVIIUWI'UII,

a-iiuv.1t.7y

vu

Montville.
Alexander

P.

iingwood.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Littlefield of Bridgton are spending their vacation with their
parents.

Sweetser, Searsport, tc
Selina P. Sweetser, do ; land and buildings in Searsport.
Herbert L. Hopkins, Stockton Springs,
to O. S Vickery, Belfast; land and build*
ings in Belfast.

Raymond Sh

rmin,

Belfast,

to

There was a dance at the K. of P. Hail
Oct. 20, with music by Knowles’
orchestra.

Friday,

Mrs. Ellsworth Duncan spent the weekend with Mrs. S. D. Perkins. Mr. Duncan
is in Monroe where he has employment
with Dr. Watson.

(

mont
Ada I and Raymond F. Rogers, Belfast,
to Renworth R. Rogers, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Henry Cunningham, Bangor, to Ara
Brooks; land and buildings in

to her
Mrs. Etta Leonird has returned
the
home in Barre, Vt., after spending
N»r. Albert
summer with her brother
Perkios.

|

Mr. Aaron Kilhm left recently for his
home in Nova Scotia.

S Morse, Rockland, et als., to
Miss Alice Williams spent a week reand
in Castinc, the guest of .Mrs. ChesSidney C Crooker, W nterport; land
I cently
buildings in W'intcrport.
ter Web iter.
frank
Lucetta Baker, Winterport, to J.
Mrs. Brina Pendleton and daughters
Partridge, Waterville; land and buildings
Alice and Grace, left for their winter
ioNorthport.
Harriet S. Burgess, aearsmont, to J. home in Brooklyn recently.
Vi'iUis and John V..Fenwick, Lincolnville;
Mrs. Sumner Pattee has a dancing
lumber in Searsmont.
class at Dark Harbor which is being held
Grove
CampmeetWesleyan
Rortbport
in the Dark Harbor Amusement Hall.
\ng Asso., Northport, to Minnie M. PhilThe motor boat Ruth leaves Smith’s
l lips, Bangor; land in Northport.
Landiog, West Side, every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6 o’clock,
On Near East Problems.
weather permitting.

|
|

|

Speaks

Charles S. Mills, son of Rev. and Mrs.
George S. Mills of Bennington, Vt., summer residents at the Battery, spoke be-

Congregationalist
recently

and

the

the

beauty and

•icturesqui-ness of Constantinople, which
believed after seeing many famous
most beautiful city in the
gave an account of its polyglot
wpulation and some
interesting and

the
i'l°be
end

sights

as

well

as some

pathetic

Mr. Mills spoke a few
re*»rd to the matter of education
in ik
th»ine ar East, and told especially of
Uence of Robert College and Beirut
In
upon all the Near East.
•„i„®0,ni°n it was education which was
set the Near East on its feet, but
"as a subject for another address.

concluding
*®

L'n,!.

kitVer,lly
this*t0

SEARSMONT.

Celestia Smith spent the week-end in
Castine aud remained at the d irmitory
as the guest of her sister Martha who is
attending Normal school.

Guilford Pendleton and d ughter, Mrs.
Anna Pendleton, left recently for New
York where Mr. Pendleton will spend his
winter with his daughter Anna.

Evening

Ueiles.

Mills described

f

Men’s Club of

Banner says of him:
Charies S. Mills was the speaker of the
evening. Mr. Mills after graduating from
Dartmouth in ’19, went immediately to
Constantinople where for three years he
has been engaged in teaching and adminHe has
iatrative work in Robert college.
spent his summers abroad in travel in the
East and in Europe. This experience has
given him a wide acquaintance with peoples and countries and conditions, and he
has met many interesting and notable
persons.
In his talk before the club Mr. Mills
discussed the different nationalities, Turk,
Greek, Armenisn, and Bulgarian, pointing
out the good points and the weakness of
each. He could not excuse the Turk for
the terrible cruelties he has practiced, but
said that the individual Turk is a pleasing
person to meet, and is generally moral and
honest. The Turkish boys gave little
trouble in the college, and got along on
friendly terms with the Armenian boys,
which went to show how education \.as
the solution of race feeling.
In regard to the question of Constantinople Mr. Mills tho ght under the conditions the Turks ought to have it, but only
in case the itraits are under the supreme
control of the allies or the League of Nations. IIis perference would be to see
Constantinople made an international city
under the League, but since that is not
feasible now after the great Turksh victory the Turks have a rightful claim to it,
existing from 1453 when Mohammed II,
the Conqueror, took it by atorni.
Mr. Mills paid a high tribute to the
British. They are the people who do
things. They have made Palestine a liv»ble country and he had seen the cities
Alexandria and Cairo in Egypt which
under British influence were.as attractive
•od prosperous cities as any anywhere.
Be said if he were in trouble in a foreign
country he would go to a British consul
before he would to an American. Mr.
Morganthau was probably right the other
day when he said that the British fleet
*>d served the world
again at the Darda-

Cliiloren

jj* il*r

^0il Nutt,

nephew,

lady past 80, is visitMr. Lindley Sprout and
a

and Lester Wiley
«i^u.‘.* Ham of Bangor
Wests of Mr. and Mrs.

fr-Hu

ni‘» were

Patten recently.

*,ni? Mrs- Frank Rokes and daughUai and Eyford
Ames, all of RockhnH
Were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
m’
Oct.
22.
7re*a of
ste?1 Kev- E. E. harrison’s sermorning was, “But God fort?Unday
1 should
glory save in the cross
,
d Jesus Chrut.” Gal. 6 14.
h. ,
1 -general of Frank Rokes was held
IriRn
atJ, m- the I>o>ne, Rev. E. E.
L ‘"“ officiating. Mr. Rokea died very
y
r
after an illness of a few hours.
t»r r

tn

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTO R

5 A

statement of the Condition of the

Belfast Loan and Building Association, Belfast
OCTOBER 17, 1922.
H. Howes. President,
Selwyn Thompson. Vice President.
C. W. VV escott, Secretary and Treat.

Ralph
j
1

j

Directors—Ralph H. Howes, V. A. Simmons, Selwyn Thompson,'Ralph D.JSouthworth. VVilmer J. Dorman, John K. Uunton, Ben D. Field, Fuller C. Wentworth,
C. VV. Wescott.
Organized January 21, 1891.
LIABILITIES

sents — 1
Cent n dose.

AJ1

dealeio.

“L. F.”

medicine

co.,

Some Things We Can Do

—--

-FLORIDA
I
BY

Ah
*

our

Two Sailings Weekly
Toes days and

|

w£ $42.82

Matured eharee.
.ced payments.
Guaranty fund.
Profits.-.
Bids payable.
Adva

519 86
680 10
4.456 11
2.746 21

24

31,450

OO.

$ 159.696 59
RESOURCES
Loana on mortgages of real eatate..$168,858 92
677 27
Cash.
60 40
Other resources...
$159,596 59

_

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of shareholders...

246

of borrowers. 150
of shares outatanding.1.713
of shares pledged for loans. 910
of loans. 162

FRED F. LAWRENCE,
Bank Commissioner.

The Choice of Friends
and Reading
Your family is worth the best you ca 1
give it. You desire for their enjoy t ent
the best house, the best food, the best
clothes that you can afford. And you
cultivate the
are very careful that they
right kind of friends. But are you just
the right kind
as careful about choosing
of reading? You should be, for reading
has a marked influence upon character,
especially the reading that comes under
the eyes of the young and impressionable.
If you choose The Youth’s Companion
an acquaintyou are giving your family
is in periodical
ance with the best there
literature. If you see The Companion in
house you may be sure it is

•

a

Ocean Stee*nship Co. of Savannah

42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks, Boston

interpret

this

as a

Does he know how to make

an

Emergency Fire

Police Call?

Does he know the economics of Station-to-Station Calls

distin-

as

guished from other toll calls?
Does he know what we will do to help forward
relative to sickness or death?

s

Does he know we will try to get
full address is unknown to him?

a message

to

Does he know what our Public Station service
non-subscribers by messenger?

Notice of foreclosure

an

urgent

message

subscriber whose

a

can

do in reaching
*

\\rhereas

J
n
w. Peavey, of Belfast, in the
ounty of Waldo and State of Maine, by bis
mortgage b., d dated the thirteenth day of November. 1912, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry nf Deeds. Book 295, Page 388, cnnreyeu t \V.
Airship Crash Finds Aid at Hand
.\ < b-ntner, certain real estate, situated in Belfast
The crash and destruction of the U. j in the (.’ounty of Waldo, and described as follows:
Bounded bn the north by land ol Susan W.
S. Army's large airship Roma In Vir- j Newell, n: ibe east hv the
Wescott Stream; on
34
the south by land of Gardner L. Hatch; on the
loss
of
with
the
last
ginia
wesill,.. r,,;t,i leading from City Point to Walofficers and men and 11 injured was i do. by
"iitaining twenty a Te9, more or less, exceptmm h thereof as is owned by the Belfast &
the first disaster of its kind to call for ing
M *o head I ke Railroad Company. Also all the
The
in
tills
country.
Red Cross relief
land, buildings and wharf devised to Albert Gamsuddenness of the accident tested the mans. 11\ hij father, James Gnmmans by bis will,
abstract nf which is recorded in Book 204. Page
of the organization and an
on of Waldo
Registry of Deeds, containing tilt* n
of the Chapter at Hampton, Va., but »< !•-. with buildings thereon. Als a certain
of land situated in said Belfast anp
the response was immediate and relief other piece
being b serilHid in deed recorded in Waldo Regisfurnished the survivors, also funds for try of Deeds, Book 251, Page 168, containing
the expenses of relatives of the dead, twehe acres. All the above real estate being the
same
.mve.M 1 to John W. Peavey by Clarence M.
who came from long distances to claim Knowlton by his deed of warranty dated March
II
lac
f Deeds
recorded in Waldo Registry
their own.
Book 207, Page 319, to which d ed and the deeds
oversea record for aid
In the
therein referred t
reference is hereby had. Exrendered by the Red Cross are two cepting and reserving, nevertheless from the
hereby described as much of the same as
fires in the Philippines, one in Maifila, premises
has been th> ret.-P.re conveyed by John W. Peavey
»
which destroyed 1,000 homes, with a t" Alice M. Creasey and to J lm W. Small.
Ami whereas the said W. A. Gentner, by his
loss of $1,500,000 and 5,000 persons
; assignment dated the seventh day of November A.
made homeless, the other at Tonio, D, 1913. and recorded in said Waldo County Registry nf Deeds in Book 313. Page 74, assigned said
which drove 3,000 from their dwellings.
mortgage to L. R. Gentner; and whereas the conIn medlonl relief that was quick and I dftfon of «aid mortgage has been broken and reeffective the smallpox epidemic in San mains broken;
Now,
by reason of the breach of the
Domingo, which had a total of 22,0tX) I conditiontherefore,
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
single
mortgage
deaths
in
a
22"
day. j
cnses with
!
Dated at Belfast, Maine. S.pt. 2, 1922.
tested the readiness of the Red Cross
GRACE L. SPELL AXE,
said
for action, nnd the same can be
j Administratrix of Estate of L. L- Gentner, deceased.
|
of the San Domingo hurricane, which
B. & T.
74 Mawney St., Providence, R. I.
»

»

It, perchance, the reader does not know of these and other

possibilities, I wish he would pay me a visit. I may be able to
make the telephone much more valuable to him, and perhaps without one cent of

additional cost.

Manager.

E. R. SPEAR,

preparedness

j
j

BOOKS WASTED

year's

killed 12 persons nnd reduced the
homes of 1R2 persons to wreckage. A
flood In San Salvador, with a death
toll of 30 and 2.000 refugees, was also
effectually handled by the local Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Relief Machinery Perfected
The year has seen the further perfection of disaster relief administrative measures in every field of American Red Cross activity, and that the
work nmy he carried on to still greater
accomplishments the American Red
Cross Is appealing for widespread re>
newul of membership during the annual Roll Call, to he conducted this

WILLYS-OVERLAND, Inc..

WANTS

Or. account of continued sickness, the
well known Swan Lake Hotel property
with about too acre of iand, is offered.for
Beautiful lake, a miles from Belnale.
Summ>r schedule:
fast on State road.
boats daily from,Boston to Belfast, auto to
Lake. One of the best locations in Maine
for vacationists all year round sports,
Long season of
winter sports included.
unexcelled trout and salmon lishing. Excellent mail and long distance telephone
Could add Boys1 Summer
services
School with small expense, all under one
management. A real opportunity. InAddress
vestigate.
E. C. MaRDEN,
Swan Lake, Maine.
41

year from Armistice Day (November
11) to, and including, Thanksgiving

Day (November 30).

Red Cross Roll Call
Heard World Around

/"VVERLAND and Willys-Knight cars handled by one
agency permits the live merchant to do business
with those who desire a high-grade comfortable lowpriced car as well as those who desire the larger and
more luxurious car at a medium price.

comparison with other cars in the same
price class as to materials, construction, riding
qualities and economy of operation.
THE greatly increased demand for Overland and
Willys-Knight cars is due largely to the expressed

YX7E invite
’v

!

satisfaction and enthusiasm of

present owners.
TNVESTIGATE the used car market and you will discover that used Overlands of present design move at
good prices and Willys-Knight cars are rare among used

Armistice

1

close on Thanksgiving Day. November
The ground work for this stu30.
pendous task of re-enrolling the membershlp throughout the world has been
laid In a plan for the first complete
and comprehensive system of registration of the Red Cross membership in
all its 3,300 active Chapters at home
and abroad.
An important feature of the roundthe-world Roll Call campaign will be
a universal effort to re-enlist the service of war-time Red Cross workers in
the peace program by their participation in the Roll Call. In this way
the vast army of volunteers will once
more affiliate with the work of the
Red Cross In Its manifold phases. Cooperation also has been assured by
Government and private maritime interests In a deep-sea Roll Call that
Is designed to reach every member
or potential member In every part of
the world who may be en voyage or
temporarily In any port.
Thousands of Chapters will adopt
the home canvass plan of enrollment
which originated In Pittsburgh, where
last year It resulted In a membership
All records
Increase of 50 per cent.
In this year's campaign will be kept
tn standard size cards to be filed by
each Chapter for future use.

j

our

car stocks.

comprises 5 passenger touring,
roadster, coupe and sedan.
'T'HE Willys-Knight line—S and 7 passenger touring,
THE Overland line
"*■

roadster, coupe and 5 and 7 passenger sedan.
TF you have or can command the facilities to establish
high-grade repair shop and local sales organisation,
write

-—

>

Im42

to establish a sales and service
agency in this community

_____!

The Annual Roll Call of the AmerlRed Cross for registration of the
membership for 1923 will begin on
Day, November 11, and

Smoke

Sales Division, Toledo, Ohio

BY CHECK RAISING
It has been reliably estimate! that trotn thirty to fifty million dollars are
being stolen annually from bank depositors who do not protect their checks.
It may never have happened to you—yet your next check may be raised.
It is next to impossible to write a check that is safe, unless protected with
a modern device.
Remember, that in these days, every class of crime is constantly increasing and an unprotected check is a dangerous asset.
No matter to whom*you give your check it is not safe for it may be transof a disferred to another party or stolen from the mail or get into the hands
honest employe, who by using a few drops of acid or by clever pen changing
it.
know
can make over your check so that you would scarcely
Do you know that your signature represents every dollar that you are
worth? Is it not worth a few dollars of your money to protect it?
Don’t put this matter off another day, but write for*» interesting literature
post card will do.
It does not ooligate you at all.
on check protection
or protecting
We can supply you with any standard make of check writer
device for half price or lesa.
local talesmen,
An attractive proposition offered to live wire

STANDARD CHECK WRITING EXCHANGE
208 Broadway, New York City

For

Sale

A one-horse jigger wagon.

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

CAPITAL MAGIC WATER CO.

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving g
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable^
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
|W. W. BLAZO 4 SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

ALGOLA PILLS

13c, 2 for 25c

Note’s takes drudgery out of house
leaning. For cleaning sinks, batl
ubs, woodwork and tloors. for washing clothes has no superior.
AT YOUR GROCERS

Woolens
Material for ladies’ wear direct from
factory. Write for sample and mention
garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD,
3m36
Box B, Camden, Maine.

For particulars app'y st the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

If vou like Havanas,
there is nothing better

j

TO BUY ALL KINDS OF JUNK. Anywho has any to sell please telephone
or send postal and I will call. Good prices
for old paper.
SAM FREEDMAN,
39tf
Cross Street, Belfast.

one

HOR SALE

Ciaars

|

WANTED

ReyolMg IMcase

WILLYS-OVERLAND, INC.

Club House

Sold at'all Dealers

Science and Health by Mary Baker
Eddy. M“dicai and Law Books and Town
Histories Williamson's History of Maine.
J. D. GLYNN. BOOKSELLER.
169 Huntington Ave Boston, Mass.

j

For Immediate Sale

■

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
Commonwealth Ave. and St. Paul St.,
Boston, Mass.
Subscriptions Received at this Office.

or

Does he know what we are glad to do in the way of emergency installations in case ot quarantined illness?

safe fam-

worth knowing.
ily to tie up to—a family
see.
Try it for a year and
The 152 issues of 1923 will be crowded
editoriwith serial stories, short stories,
Subscribe now
als, poetry, facts and fun.
and receive:
The Youth’s Companion—52 issues
1
in 1923
1009
All the remaining issues in 19—
2
for
The Companion Home Calendar
3.
1923. All for *2.50.
the
Or include McCall’s Magazine,
4.
monthly authority on fashions.
Both publications, only 53.00.

give

Every telephone becomes a part of the universal Bell System
the moment it is installed. The service that may be afforded a
patron, however, is largely dependent upon the knowledge of the
telephone’s varied possibilities. We can suggest some of these,
leaving to him the privilege of availing himself of them.

u;Zd $96.15 I 'ftp'1 $79.23

Pier

can

burst of philanthropy. It isn’t. It’s
plain, common-sense business, because a satisfied customer is the
best possible advertisement.

First-Class Passenger Fares, Boston
To
One
CC Round
oo
Savannah Wav #«*O.OD trip #Ol.oJ
I oM. Petersburg
I o Jacksonville

ftr $51.28

Our desire is to see how much—not how little—we
customers for their money.
Don’t

9Cl/\
Saturdays. 8 H. M
Boston to Savannah

can

Accumulated capital.$ 95.745 ?I

s

in^K*-

barge

5o

—

F. L.

Mr.

healtl.p h.

February

Tslesboko

Crockett,
Brooks.

Bennington

gives these organs

>

and Wilhelmina F. Young,
Providence, R. I to Marlin G. and Mary
E. Patterson, Lynn, Mass.; land in Bel-

fore the

digos-

fluids and secretion of bile, stirs

sluggish liver, promotes thorough
diminution of poisonous wastes, nisi

Situated In the center of the beautiful Northwest residential section, this
motion picture theatre was patronized
by many persons of prominence both
in the official and civil life of the National Capital, whose family and personal connections radiated out over
The horror was
the entire country.
intensified by a terrific snowstorm
which, though it retarded, did not
Idock Red Cross relief.

Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw and sister and
Mrs. Hinckley of Springfield art guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Karl Shaw.

Islesboro.
Lewis E

I

ty-s!x deaths and 125 persons injured.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Brown of DoverFoxcroft were recent guests at Mr. Chas.
fiunting’s.

Bertrand

l Abirn, Knox; land and buildings in
Belfast
Charles E. White and Viola R. Mayo,
Belfast, to Belfast Candy Co.; land in
Belfast.
Alfred Violette, Knox, to Adasa A.
Hoxie, do ; land and buildings in Knox.
Lester L. Engstrom, Islesboro, to E. H.
Sprague, Orono; land and buildings in

of

A National Calamity
In the Red Cross disaster relief
records there will probably remain
for many years one calamity which
touched nearly every state with a
This was
sense of horror and of loss.
the distressing rollnpse of the roof
Knickerbocker Theatre In
of
the
Washington, D. C.. resulting in nlne-

Mrs. George Kich has been spending a
few days with tier sister, Mrs Julia El-

.-aiuv.11

do.; land and buildings in

A.

The first meeting of the season of the
Arts and Crafts Club was held Oct. If,
with Mrs. Beula Knight.
The officers
elected were as follows: President, Mrs.
Maggie Hallell; vice president, Mrs.
Theresa .Truewoithy;
secretary, Mrs.
Edith Stevens; treasurer,
Mrs.
Mary
Brown.

Clara A Monson, Belfast, to Adrian C.
Tuttle, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Robert Holt, Belfast, to Flora E. Holt,
do ; land and buildings in Belfast.
S. VickRose M. Pike, Belfast, to Orris
and buildings in Belfast.
ery, do.; land
Fred R. Call, Troy, to Earl M. Tilton,
do.; land in Troy.
Robert Robbins, Belfast, to Louise B.
Robbins, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

tive

I

I

thestomneh.aidgdigestion

by stimulating production

Seventy-two disasters. with hundreds reported killed and Injured, and
more than 145,000 either homeless or
requiring assistance, called f,r emergency relief measures nnd the exthe
penditure of $1,441,480.36 by
American Red Cross during the tlscal
year ending June 30, 192'.!. nrmrding
to a statement based on the forthcoming annual report of the Red
The greatest toll of life was
Cross.
and
taken
hurricane
tornado,
by
while the overflowing of rivers, the
breaking of dams nnd torrentlnl rains
drove the greatest number of people
from their homes. The property loss
was
estimated at more than $30,000.000.
The year's disasters reported included twenty-six floods, nineteen tornadoes, fifteen fires, four epidemics,
two theatre collapses, two shipwrecks
(one an airship), nnd a bridge colInpse, mine explosion, railway collision. and a drought. Of the floods In
the United States thnt at San Antonio, Texas, caused the greatest
property loss, $0,000,000 and the high
mark of fatalities, 100, while the
flood In the vicinity of Vicksburg nnd
Natchez, Miss., forced 31,000 persons
from their homes.

Velma,

terport.
Pleasant Hill Cemetery, Freedom, to
Howard L Hurd, Knox; land in Freedom.
to J. H. and
Cyrene Jackson, Belfast,

sweetens

*

The Rev. Jacob Crosby 'and Mrs. Cros
by of Lewiston with Mrs. John Goodale
of Walerville
were guests recently of
Mrs. vViiliam Hamilton.
Mrs.

The blessings of good digestion are
npprecinted most bjrsnllerers from
indigestion. To them is “L. F.”A
wood's Medicine itself a blessing. It

Total $30,000,000.

The Pollyanna Club was very pleasantly entertained I hursday afternoon, Oct.
iy, by Mrs. John Van Deek.

Harold S. Merrill, Boston, to Harriet
land in WinL Folsom, Newton, Mass.;

Good For

Red Cross Aided 145.000 Victims in United States—Losses

Miss Ida YVhitehouse has returned Iroin
Wa<erville, where she has been the guest
of friends lor a few weeks,

P. Hunt, Burnham, to Lottie
M Cony, do ; land in Burnham.
Ella F. Gardner, Belfast, to Frank L.
land in Belfast
Gardner, Auburn;

1,441,486 A YEAR'S

DISASTER RELIEF COST DIGESTION-.

visitor in

Mrs. fmik Massey and Mrs. W. S.
Stevens attended the Rebekali meeting in
! Portland.

Searsport.
Edward

('prey

business

a

Mr and Mrs. I- W. Knight returned
Oct. 22 front a two weeks' hu ling trip

Lineolnville.

T. Boynton,

who has b en quite ill, is

Mr. ami Mrs. A. R. Myrick entertained
guests from Auburn here Oct. 22.

to M»u
Fred H Cunningham, Bangor,
land and buildings
rice A Braley, Monroe;
in Monroe.
to Ora E
Leona M. Smart, Searsport,
land and buildings in
Smart. Winterporl;

Willis J.

no*

Young,
improving

E B. Hunt was
Boston last week.

istry

in

J.

House for Sale
Eleven room, Congress Street, house,
slate roof, barn or garage, large lot land,
apple trees, shade trees, double tenement
if desired, veranda, five minutes to post*
office, good cellar. Very desirable home
at reasonable price or terms.

AUCUSTA, MAINE
2w43

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Belfast, Maine.

Good
Turnips

Eating

75c. per bushel

delivered at any of the grocery atorea
Tel. 89-16.
Also axes and handles for sale cheap
J. A. BROWN.
2w43*

Regulate the Stomach', Liver and Bowels
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Bos
1103, City Hall Station, £iew York. See
signature on each box.

Jlche?
When you’re suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia,

or

pain from any other cause, try

tor. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
Ono

two and tho pain stop*
no hebit-forming drugs
Hava you tried Dr. Mllea* Nervine)
Amh trewr PreefM
or

Contain

House for Sale
A five

room

house and factory.

Cemented cellar and electric lights.
Enquire of
A. P. LORD,
28
Box 151, Camden, Maine.

Wood for Sale
Furnace wood, 512 per cord; atove
wood,
514 per cord—sawed and fitted. PuH
cord guaranteed. Tel. 117 12.
2w43*
W. i. CHILDESS.

